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Various environmental management systems, standards and tools are being created
to assist companies to become more environmental friendly. However, not all the
enterprises have adopted environmental policies in the same scale and range.
Additionally, there is no existing guide to help them determine their level of
environmental responsibility and subsequently, provide support to enable them to
move forward towards environmental responsibility excellence.
This research proposes the use of a Belief Rule-Based approach to assess an
enterprise’s level commitment to environmental issues. The Environmental
Responsibility BRB assessment system has been developed for this research.
Participating companies will have to complete a structured questionnaire. An
automated analysis of their responses (using the Belief Rule-Based approach) will
determine their environmental responsibility level. This is followed by a
recommendation on how to progress to the next level. The recommended best
practices will help promote understanding, increase awareness, and make the
organization greener.
BRB systems consist of two parts: Knowledge Base and Inference Engine. The
knowledge base in this research is constructed after an in-depth literature review,
critical analyses of existing environmental performance assessment models and
primarily guided by the EU Draft Background Report on "Best Environmental
Management Practice in the Telecommunications and ICT Services Sector".
The reasoning algorithm of a selected Drools JBoss BRB inference engine is forward
chaining, where an inference starts iteratively searching for a pattern-match of the
input and if-then clause. However, the forward chaining mechanism is not equipped
with uncertainty handling. Therefore, a decision is made to deploy an evidential
reasoning and forward chaining with a hybrid knowledge representation inference
i

scheme to accommodate imprecision, ambiguity and fuzzy types of uncertainties. It
is believed that such a system generates well balanced, sensible and Green ICT
readiness adapted results, to help enterprises focus on making improvements on
more sustainable business operations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Companies nowadays, seem to show an increasing commitment to a more
sustainable behavior. Environmental responsibility is one of the pillars of a broader
Corporate Social Responsibility term. The European Commission has previously
defined Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as “a concept whereby companies
integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their
interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (Crane, Matten et al. 2013).
Starting from the early 90s, due to legislation and increase of community awareness,
companies began to initiate environmental management campaigns. Various
environmental management systems, standards and tools are being created to assist
companies to become more environmental friendly. However, not all the enterprises
have adopted environmental policies in the same scale and range. Additionally, there
is no existing guide to help them determine their level of environmental
responsibility and subsequently, provide support to enable them to move forward
towards environmental responsibility excellence.
The main objective of this research is to identify measures and metrics for an
enterprise level commitment on environmental issues, design an assessment tool and
provide practical suggestions and for growth. In order to achieve that aim, the
Environmental Responsibility BRB assessment system has been developed for this
research. Participating companies will have to complete a structured questionnaire.
An automated analysis of their responses (using the Belief Rule-Based approach)
will determine their environmental responsibility level. This is followed by a
recommendation on how to progress to the next level. The recommended best
practices will help promote understanding, increase awareness, and make the
organization greener.
The primary focus of this research is in-office ICT usage and its impact on
environment. One of the most important contributions to the debate on relationship
between ICT and its environmental impacts is Romm’s paper “The internet and the
new energy economy” (Romm 2002), where it is claims that the recent decrease in
energy use was caused by the emergence of IT and the internet economy.
Undoubtedly, ICT sector offers many applications that can bring numerous positive
impacts for the natural environment. Some of them are: information, digitization,

transport dematerialization, or warehouse and office space reduction (Martinuzzi,
Kudlak et al. 2011). The environmental impacts of ICT largely depend on how ICT
applications perform and also human energy consumption behavior.
In recent years, the dissemination of environmental management systems and tools
have spread widely among companies (Hillary 2004). Implementation of tools and
concepts such as environmental impact analysis, environmental flow assessment, life
cycle assessment, and carbon footprint analysis, eco-labeling and standardized EMS
allow companies measure, manage and communicate their environmental
performance.
A set of environmental performance indicators in enterprises context could be
considered as a fundamental groundwork for environmental maturity levels
composition (Martinuzzi, Kudlak et al. 2011). Models with maturity level
arrangements typically describe the characteristics of a process or an activity at a
number of different stages of performance stages, developing from some initial stage
to some more advanced stage (Romm 2002). At the lowest stage, the performance of
an activity may be rather poor. As the stage increases, activities are performed more
systematically and are better defined and managed (Anderson 2003). Maturity
enabled models suggest that the subject under study may evolve through a number of
intermediate stages on the way to a highest level of maturity. The use of maturity
enabled approach has a great potential in defining continuous, stage-by-stage
framework in helping companies to improve their environmental responsibility level.

1.1 Background
Turning sustainable development into action and taking control over consequences
of not doing so became a central issue of 21st century. A large body of data
concerning environmental problems is claiming to be results of unsustainable
consumption practices of industrialized world in a large scale (Sobotta et al. 2010;
The Climate Group 2008). In recent years organizations have become increasingly
interested in commitment to environmental issues. Environment is one of the pillars
of the sustainability triangle (Dasbatz et al. 2015), along with economic and social
dimensions. The definition of Environmental Responsibility can be defined as the
duty that a company has to operate in way that protects the environment. This
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research is focused on assessing the environmental responsibility level of an
organization.
Large companies are usually legally bound to prevent their activities from
contributing to water discharge, CO2 emissions to the atmosphere, waste
management and soil and noise contamination (Marazza, Bandini et al. 2010). ICT is
believed to have a great potential in solving these problems. In Sobotta’s book
(2010), many experts debate on how ICTs can support an organization in reducing
CO2 emissions, saving energy and optimizing resource utilization - thus becoming
greener and developing towards a more environmental friendly society.
Due to legislation pressure and increase of community awareness, a variety of
environmental management systems, standards and tools are being developed and
used in order to assist companies to become more environmental friendly. Each of
them has its own particular benefits and advantages, but there is no indication of
which of them is better for the company’s current state. The primary focus of an
enterprise’s environmental management depends on which industrial sector it is in.
Companies might take a proactive approach to implementing environmental
practices based on specific ISO standards relevant to their industry in order to reduce
the environmental impact of their activities. Nevertheless, this research concentrates
on a more generic and aggregated perspective of defining the environmental
responsibility of a company.
Environmental Responsibility level is a very abstract concept and measuring it in an
absolute manner is not feasible. Attitude surveys provide many kinds of useful
information and environmentally friendly behavior has often been studied
successfully, but neither method truly reveals much about environmental
performance assessment in organizations (Harju-Autti, Kokkinen 2014).

1.2 SMEs and sustainability
Small, micro and medium-sized enterprises make up more than 90% of estimated
total number of business sector bodies in the EU (European Commission 2015) and
could contribute up to 70% of all industrial pollution (Hillary 1995). Mostly, large
enterprises and corporations are legally bound to incorporate CSR policies, follow
internationally recognized environmental standards to secure sustainability in their
operations. A compelling amount of research has been conducted and voluntary
3

industry initiatives evolved, such as Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS),
Environmental Management System (EMS), ISO 14001 standard, as means to
develop systematic approaches in improving environmental performances of
enterprises.
Hence, smaller enterprises are usually exempted from those standards due to lack of
financial, human resources and time. The research in the field of EMS systems
adoption among SMEs has revealed other obstacles such as low awareness, absence
of pressure from customers, poor information quality from advisors and skepticism
in benefits gaining (Hillary 2004). That emphasizes the need to provide small and
medium-sized enterprises with an easy to access and comprehend, attractive
financial savings mechanisms to reduce their footprint and optimize operations in a
sustainable way (Biondi, Frey et al. 2000; Iraldo, Testa et al. 2009; Hillary 2004).

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives
How to measure the Environmental Responsibility level of SMEs? Which is the
recommending path that companies should follow towards environmental
performance excellence? This research addresses these questions. Therefore, the
research aim primarily focuses on the development of a novel assessment and
decision support model to help companies evaluate their current state followed by
recommendations of behavioral and operational best practices to enhance their
environmental responsibility level. Based on these targets the following objectives
are defined:
1. To define environmental responsibility and investigate the most common
environmental responsibility strategies, policies, ethics, and roadmaps within
SMEs. In this regard the ER BRB assessment tool should indicate the
policies that a company should follow to increase its environmental
responsibility level and create awareness.
2. To identify a set of KPIs, metrics, measures and tools for evaluating
environmental responsibility. Indicators and approaches that need to be taken
into account that might help to improve the company’s performance in
environmental responsibility.
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3. To design the ER BRB assessment tool based on the concept of maturity
stages, defining activities that company should take towards environmental
responsibility. To provide a set of recommendations to the organization with
practical suggestions and instruction of growth. A tool should also help in
evaluating and promoting environmental responsibility to the employees of
an organization.
4. To apply (3) for the evaluation of target organizations environmental
responsibility. The validation sessions from industry professionals and Green
ICT experts have been conducted in order to demonstrate the validity and
adequacy of the model.
In order to address the research aims stated above the research work has been
implemented according to the steps described in the Figure below:
1. Background
Research Aims and Objectives Definition

2. Literature review
Existing models

BRB expert systems theory

3. Toolkit development
Assessment

BRB and FIS comparison

Recommendations

4. Toolkit verification
Domain experts
validation

ICT EI Tool

SME Case study

Figure 1 - Research plan

The work commenced with the Background work and Literature review for the
problem statement and the BRB expert systems theory has been chosen for the ER
Assessment methodology. After the Toolkit development the BRB model has been
compared and validated with Fuzzy Inference Systems theory (Fithritama et al.
2015) and verified by the domain experts and the Case study with a selected SME
has been conducted.
5

1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 presents a
review of existing environmental assessment models. It provides a comprehensive
overview of findings, gaps in the body of knowledge and limitations of previous
studies. Chapter 3 presents and advocates the Belief Rule-Based methodology
applied in research. Actual model development process is presented in Chapter 4.
For this phase, Iterative and Incremental (IID) software systems development
approach has been chosen, knowledge base and inference procedures, web-based
systems development have been presented. ER BRB assessment tool validation is
described in Chapter 5. For the purpose of ER BRB assessment validation,
evaluation sessions have been held with experts, non-experts, and the target SMEs.
A final Chapter 6 concludes the research with conclusions, findings, limitations of
this research, as well as potential avenues for future research.
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2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Existing Environmental Assessment Models
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) make up the vast majority of businesses
around the world and are considered to be important components in proliferation of a
healthy dynamic market economy. Nevertheless, usually it is hard to measure the
environmental impact of small companies at national or regional levels. The aim of
this chapter is to provide an overview of existing models and research projects
dedicated for enterprises improvements on environmental issues.
Various evaluation approaches and models for the assessment of companies’
environmental impact have evolved. Some of the most well-known are SURF Green
ICT Maturity Model (Hankel, Oud et al. 2014), Sustainability Maturity Model from
Industrial Research Institute (Industrial Research Institute 2014), Sustainability
Management Maturity Model of FairRidge Group, Systematic action plan from
Fachgruppe Green IT (Swiss Informatics Society and Green IT Special Interest
Group 2015), UK HM Government Green ICT Maturity Model (UK HM
Government 2013), Green IT Readiness Framework (Molla, Cooper et al. 2011) and
SustainaBits Framework and Rating System for Sustainable IT (S. deMonsabert, K.
Odeh et al. 2012). These models and frameworks are described, analyzed and
compared for the research gap identification.
2.1.1 SURF Green ICT Maturity Model
SURF Green ICT Maturity Model (SGIMM) is a self-scan assessment tool for higher
education institutions and organizations, appraising the capabilities of Green ICT in
environmental impact challenges.

It is developed by SURF, collaborative

organization for ICT in Dutch higher education and research in 2014 after a series of
interviews among Dutch higher education institutions, indicating the need and
urgency of a tool for assessing their performance in terms of Green ICT. SGIMM
comprises from a set of qualitative performance indicators, allowing organizations to
conduct a maturity scan independently without any third-party auditors (Hynds,
Brandt et al. 2014). The model is designed with the help of Green ICT experts from
Netherlands and other European countries. It focuses on areas where ICT could
directly or indirectly reduce carbon dioxide emissions by addressing the challenges
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of energy and materials efficiency. The model is entirely designed from IT
department’s perspective.
The concept of the maturity model is based on the Capability Maturity Model,
representing a framework with five maturity levels for quality and process
improvements. These levels are (1) initial, (2) repeatable, (3) defined, (4) managed
and (5) optimizing (Hynds, Brandt et al. 2014). At the lowest level, it is assumed that
the participating organization assumed has not provided a stable environment for
operational activities. At this level the process is ad-hoc. However, at the highest
level, which is the optimizing level, the entire organization is focused on continuous
process improvement (Paulk, Curtis et al. 1993). SGIMM has four main domains:
Green ICT in the organization, Greening of ICT, Greening of operations with ICT
and Greening of primary processes with ICT. Each domain consists of attributes,
covering positive and negative aspects of ICT. Each of the 21 attributes is supported
with a clarification and description of the highest level of maturity, expressing the
ideal locus. The fourth domain is devoted to processes in education and research and
is not yet included to the current version of a model. To accompany the tool, SURF
has published an instruction manual with detailed description of necessary actions. In
order to carry out a self-san, the following steps should be followed:
1. An Assessment Manager (AM) is assigned – an employee who is aware
about sustainability concepts.
2. AM begins with forming an assessment team, preferably people from
different departments and who are highly motivated in obtaining upright and
qualitative results.
3. The meeting is organized, where the model and assessment processes are
explained and discussed.
4. After getting feedback from participants, the AM analyzes the results and
creates summary with Individual scores of all participants on attributes, per
participant per domain median score, summarizing radar chart with the
median scores for all attributes as well as minimum and maximum scores. A
visual display of similarities or big differences for each attribute is facilitated
through the use of histogram showing the median, minimum and maximum
scores.
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The project is claimed to be under continuous improvement, as it is presented on
Proceedings of the 28th EnviroInfo 2014 Conference in Oldenburg, Germany. The
quality of the model and its accuracy to capture the full scope of Green ICT, as well
as the quality of the model on relevancy of attributes (i.e., the attributes were well
defined and whether the domains are complete) have been evaluated through an
online survey of 20 participants who comprises organization's employees and Green
ICT experts.
2.1.2 Fachgruppe Green IT
A similar assessment model is provided by Swiss Informatics Society and Green IT
Special Interest Group (SIG). Its aim is to assist professionals in ICT domain in
large, medium and small sized enterprises, data centers and even individuals to check
their sustainability level. The SIG has been launched by the end of 2010 and is
operating in a direction of Green ICT. They have developed guidelines and
checklists helping ICT professionals to incorporate ecological and energy efficient
practices in their companies. They also focus on using advanced ICT solutions to
reduce carbon-dioxide emissions and increasing the awareness among companies on
these particular topics, informing the audience and trying to influence the community
and business world.
Their uniqueness is in the evaluation section, which consists of assessments and
checklist for gaps identification and determining the Green IT maturity model. There
is also the Action list facilitating to address energy-hungry aspects of ICT usage and
the implementation plan at the end. All of these patterns are available on their
website and categorized into 4 main groups: large enterprises, data centers, SMEs
and individuals.
An assessment unit is present in every category and can be clarified as Green IT
checklist, where the purpose is to evaluate sustainability level of ICT infrastructure
of a company. In cases when the answer for the question is negative that can be a
potential target for improvement. An action list catalogue evolves with the help of
greenITplus association during the workshops with industrial companies and experts
from greenITplus. It is composed of three dimensions: Action, with the list of best
“green” practices; Effort in terms of cost (how much will the company pay for this
action implementation) and time frame (how long will it take); and Impact with the
9

approximate improvement percentage among ecologic, economic and energy pillars.
A set of filters might be applied, starting from target audience, life cycle stage, and
ICT type category to impact, cost and time frames. The action list tool is, no doubt, a
Unique Sales Proposition of what SIG offers because it gives an overall, long-term
and strategic view for Green ICT specialists during the audit.
Implementation unit presents a detailed plan, clarified with actions and steps to be
taken and aspects to pay attention to. It consists of Strategy and Policies, Green IT
scope, Detail plan and implementation phases along with instruction for each phase.
Data centers category could be considered as the most off-the-rack category. This
maturity assessment dimension operates as a questionnaire and is made of a
hierarchical sets of pages. All the questionnaires are filled out anonymously, thus
addressing the confidentiality issues while using the maturity tool. An Assessment
unit consists of Strategy and organization (+ lifecycle management), Energy
management (measurement and evaluation), ICT infrastructure (data storage, server,
network infrastructure), Facility infrastructure (location, cooling, power supply and
various).
Overall, SIG is behaving as active participants, speakers or committee members in
national and international conferences and workshops. They are setting up long-term
relationships with similar organizations in order to benefit as much as possible from
worldwide and use various means of approaches to spread the Green IT message and
to achieve an impact (SIS, 2015).
2.1.3 Sustainability Maturity Model from Industrial Research Institute
Industrial Research Institute is a nonprofit membership based association that brings
leaders in R&D together to discover and share best practices in the management of
technological innovation (Industrial Research Institute 2014). IRI offers an
assessment tool that allows organizations to track their sustainability efforts and
progress in driving New Product Development. Maturity model is an easy to
administer, freely available assessment tool, can be used by companies or individuals
to integrate sustainability in NPD development. Prerequisite for this project is the
fact, that existing sustainability frameworks were targeted to a much broader field
than NPD and IRI fills this gap by providing finer distinctions where NPD
professionals need to concentrate on.
10

The model is built on 2 major sections with 14 individual dimensions. The concept
of four levels of maturity (beginning, improving, succeeding and leading) is
deployed; each dimension provides a pathway for excellence, identifying key
behaviors at each level of maturity. The tool rest comprises of series of yes/no
questions and no external auditor is required. However it is recommended to
complete the tool in groups rather than individually, which might invoke discussions
in a team. As an output numerical and graphical representations of results with
overall score and scores for each dimension are generated.
The model has been analyzed and validated by applying the model to 20 companies
and comparing the outcomes with other sustainability ranking systems. For the future
development IRI aims to collect more data from companies which used their model
in order to set certain levels of benchmarking for statistical certainty.
2.1.4 Sustainability Management Maturity Model from FairRidge Group
In 2009 FairRidge Group, a team of experts focuses on business transformation
through sustainable improvements and strategic innovations, proposes their
Sustainability Management model (SM3). This framework is intended to help
organizations to assess their infrastructure management capability to address
sustainability challenges on quantitative, system-based approach. The model
comprises six main dimensions: strategy, organization, process, measurement,
people and marketing, in adjacency with five levels of maturity: recognize, initiate,
pilot, operationalize and transform. This SM3: 2.0 model has been improved from
the initial version, at consists of 12 questions total (two for each of six components).
FairRidge believes that any company can benefit from using their maturity model no
matter where an organization is on the SM3 curve, understand their current
performance and plan how to advance to the next level (Scott, 2009).
2.1.5 Green IT Readiness Framework
G-readiness is defined as an organization’s capability in Greening ICT infrastructure
by reducing operational, business process, and supply chain related emissions, waste
and water use, improving energy efficiency (Molla, Cooper et al. 2011). It is
comprised of the five components of Green IT Attitude, Policy, Practice,
Technology, and Governance to serve as one of the benchmarking tools for progress
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tracking among enterprises, i.e. measurement of Green IT capabilities in an
organization.
2.1.6 SustainaBits Framework and Rating System for Sustainable IT
SustainaBits project (S. deMonsabert, K. Odeh et al. 2012) is a result of
collaboration of industry experts, organizations and universities in building a rating
framework to guide ICT sector towards a sustainable operation. The final version of
a framework, which undergone 3 cycles of experts validations, discussions and
refinements, based on 4 domains: social responsibility, environmental preservation,
economic security, and innovative recognition. SustainaBits aims to be an industry
and academia accepted framework with clear boundaries definition, rated with
indicators on each activity to create standardized and consistent benchmarking
system for organizations willing to operate in a sustainable way.
2.1.7 UK HM Government Green ICT Maturity Model
This model allows the UK government to demonstrate progress made on embedding
Green ICT into its processes and practices. It has been developed based on the
CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) and can be downloaded in .xlsx or
.ods formats. The model follows 5 CMMI levels: Foundation, Embedded, Practiced
and Leadership. The categories of assessment are: Managing ICT services,
Managing ICT technology, Changing ICT services, Exploiting ICT. This maturity
model relates to the UK Greening Government ICT Strategy. It is used to assess the
improvement of ICT practices and processes with a description of typical behaviors
and processes that demonstrate the evidence for a given level of maturity and a
desired one (UK HM Government 2013).

2.2 Environmental Assessment Models’ comparative analysis
The following table highlights the main differences of chosen maturity models,
described above (Table 1). The goal of this comparative table is to highlight strong
and weak points of each approach, confine the field for future research and
demonstrate the gaps in the body of knowledge for environmental assessment
models.
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Framework

Goal

Assessment
format

SURF Green
ICT Maturity
Model

Maturity model
dedicated to higher
education institutions
and organizations

Self-scan,
.xlsx format,
no external
auditors

3 main sections
with 6 dimensions
each reflecting
practical
applicability in
organization

Total scores
calculated by
mean averages
and no weighting
for categories

Sustainability
Maturity Model,
from IRI

maturity model
assessment to
integrate sustainability
in new products
development

Self-scan,
.xlsx format,
no external
auditors

Specific for NPD,
specifies key
behavior practices
at each level of
maturity

Specific for new
product
development
types of
enterprises

Sustainability
Management
Maturity Model,
FairRidge
Group

Infrastructure
management
capability assessment
to address
sustainability
challenges for
companies

Request for
an assessment

Experience: one of
the pioneers in
sustainability
integration from
2009

Commercial
service, not opensource

Fachgruppe
Green IT

To assist large,
medium and small
sized enterprises, data
centres and
individuals in ICT
domain to check their
sustainability level,
using guidelines and
checklists, action
plans

Self-scan,
web-based,
no external
auditors

Enterprises
classification; gaps
identification
through checklist;
action list,
estimating efforts
and corresponding
benefits

Assessment on
checklist doesn’t
assign or identify
current stage or
level of an
organization

UK HM
Government
Green ICT
Maturity Model

Provides the

Self-scan,
.xlsx format,
no external
auditors
involved

Highlights business
and

Relevant only for
UK public

behavioural actions

sector
organizations.

means for
governments to
demonstrate the Green
ICT activities
adoption into business
processes and
operations

Green IT
Readiness

Helps organizations to
evaluate their maturity

Advantages

Discrepancies for
SMEs

to meet
governmental
targets in greening

Research type
project, no
external
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Focus on Greening
of

Main strength is
for academia to

Framework

on

auditors
involved

their “G-readiness”
level, used as a
decision support tool

SustainaBits
Framework and
Rating System
for Sustainable
IT

Provides an industry
and research accepted
framework to guide

ICT, 5 standard
domains with
values range [0...7]

establish cause
and effect
relationships in
Green ICT

Research type
project, no
external
auditors
involved

organizations within
the

A broad set of
Criteria, targeted on
benchmarking

Not an assessment
framework,
limited to IT
industry related
organizations

IT organizations

IT sector to adopt
sustainability policies
Table 1 - Existing models comparison

Work dedicated to data centers assessment and greening operations have been
intentionally excluded. Most of the models surveyed are research related models
which require minimum knowledge on Green ICT domain and are in formats of
scientific works, tables and publications or are abstract and conceptual (Molla,
Cooper et al. 2011; S. deMonsabert, K. Odeh et al. 2012), mitigating the chances to
be adopted by non-academic organizations. Some work (Hankel, Oud et al. 2014;
Industrial Research Institute 2014) include an actual assessment by assigning scores
per categories, but are not applicable for small and medium-sized enterprises. Most
of the specific models focus on eliminating negative impacts of ICT infrastructure,
while SMEs need a simple, comprehensive, easy to use and access tool for an
assessment of their level of environmental responsibility, which probably has to
incorporate strong points of systems described above (“Advantages” column).
It is evident from literature review that enterprises level Green ICT and ICT for
Greening domain fundamentals need a proper classification and standardization,
recognized both by industry and academia. Categorization inconsistencies are
demonstrated in models above, and expected to be even more diversified among
those which were not identified, skipped or missed. Also, assessment systems miss
qualitative reviews and adaptations towards targeted user groups (Swiss Informatics
Society and Green IT Special Interest Group 2015; UK HM Government 2013;
Molla, Cooper et al. 2011). Environmental responsibility level assessment is a multidimensional, observational process that requires a more rigorous reasoning approach
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to handle uncertainties, imprecisions and at the same time, be positive perspective
oriented.
Environmentally Responsibility assessment is characterized by a number of
identified factors which are qualitative in nature and can be assessed based on human
judgement. Thus, a general ER assessment problem for SMEs could be addressed
without a detailed and rigorous audit conducted by affiliated authorities. Such an
approach would be able to handle uncertainties, vagueness and fuzziness.
Assessment models presented in Table 1 typically follow traditional approaches in
Green readiness assessment and reasoning, which are incapable of producing
accurate ER level results. Expert systems are widely used to deal with knowledge
based decision support systems. Thus, the Belief Rule-Based approach with its
ability to infer uncertain knowledge in the domain of Environmentally Responsibility
has been applied in this research.

2.3 Belief Rule-Based Expert Systems
This section will introduce the methodology chosen for the ER BRB assessment
system and BRB theory with further details in Section 3.3. Expert system
development involves the usage of an appropriate inference rule engine. Knowledge
representation systems are mainly used to support human decision-making and can
be transformed into rule-based schemes, which are easy to perceive, understand and
deploy (Davis 1986). These schemes that express different types of knowledge are
usually constructed in the formats of IF-THEN rules, which are widely deployed in
the areas of Artificial Intelligence, Decision Support and Expert Systems. Belief
Rule-Based Expert Systems consist of two parts: Knowledge Base and Inference
Engine, which are used to derive conclusions from rules, either established by
experts with domain-specific knowledge, historical data or observation facts
provided by users. That is to say, inference engine is a core algorithm of the Belief
Rule-Based (BRB) expert system and the following section will examine available
reasoning patterns and justify the selection of forward chaining inference based rule
engine.
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2.3.1 Why use rule-based engines?
The selection of a rule-based engine rather than other approaches needs to be
justified. As an alternative to rules engines one can consider data-driven designs
methods, using “lookup tables”, database manipulations where scripts are updated on
the fly, or hand-coded IF-THEN-type cases in the application. A primary purpose of
a rule engine is the separation of the business and system logic, so that rules can be
easily maintained without intervention into the application logic, code recompilation
etc. Moreover, rules are stored in an external file and encoded into a human-readable
format, ensuring that non-technical experts will be able to collaborate. Logic and
data separation is a good OOP pattern, also ensuring loose coupling parameter for
SOA based application types. Having a separate file containing all rules support the
knowledge centralization aspect, which is even further strengthened by the
availability of wide range of IDE plugins.
Rule engines have great potential in reducing application maintenance cost, because
reasoning makes a clear separation between the logic and data, i.e. separating the
application source code (not modified) from the logic code (modified if logic is
changed).
An inference engine from the practical view is a piece of software that helps to
derive logical conclusions from a set of facts and user observations. There are two
types of inference engines: forward and backward chaining. Forward chaining (or
data driven) is a method that starts with the available information and uses rules to
extract more data, as the input data determines which rules are to be used (Beta
2008). While in backward chaining (also goal driven) an inference engine would
iterate all rules until it finds the one with a consequent, matching the requirement.
2.3.2 Inference Engines Comparison
This section outlines functional descriptions of the number of selected inference
engines and a comparative study on different performance metrics. Many rule engine
technologies available on the Web, which are actively deployed in academic and
industrial projects. There is a big number of business logic rule engines available in
the market, most of which are open source and show impressive performance
indicators, but each of which is dedicated to address specific problems. The selection
of a suitable engine for this research has been based on the following criteria: no cost
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for a complete version (i.e. open source), Java and IDE integration, extensive
documentation and acceptable inference engine performance. The following table
presents potential candidate inference engines:
Reasoning
algorithm

Licensing

Comments

IDE support

Jess

rete
commercial
algorithm,
license
forward and
backward
chaining

small,
light, fully
equipped
and one of the Eclipse IDE plugin
fastest
rule
engines
available

JBoss
Drools

rete
OO, open source
forward and
backward
chaining

business logic fully
equipped
integration
Eclipse IDE plugin
platform

OpenRules

sequential
and
referential
rule engines

open source ,
but a fee for
a complete
version

additional
rule-based
web
application
development

Clips,
C
Language
Integrated
Production
System

data driven,
forward
chaining rule
language
based on the
Rete
algorithm

open source, Procedural +
Version 6.3, OOP, COOL
CLIPS JNI
V 0.5

excel+Java+Eclipse

integrated
editor
environment, support
for
WinXP
and
MAcOS

Table 2 - Rule engines

Jess (Friedman-Hill 2003) is considered as one the fastest rule engines for Java
platform, which offers a direct manipulation and interaction with all Java objects.
Lisp-similar description language Jess uses an enhanced version of a Rete pattern
matching algorithm. Nevertheless, the last version of Jess 7 has been released in
2007 which makes Jess less likely to meet research needs.
Drools (Bali 2009) is an open source JBoss and Red Hat Inc. Business Rule
Management System (BRMS). It offers several editing and managing tools along
with high performance execution. It also provides Eclipse IDE plugin for core
development and Drools Flow graphical modeling editor.
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OpenRules (OpenRules 2016) is another Business Decision Management System
(BDMS) that provides a number of tools for rule based decision systems
development, which requires less developer support.

The main strength of

OpenRules is that it allows to import and edit rules in MS Excel, Word or Google
Docs formats, which makes it attractive to non-technical domain experts due to ease
of its operation. A complete version of OpenRules includes an Eclipse plugin that
enables debugging, Web service deployment and integration with any java or .NET
applications. Similar to Jess a full version of OpenRules requires a license with a
nominal fee.
CLIPS (Giarratano, Riley 1998) is an acronym for C Language Integrated Production
System, a software tool for building expert systems. CLIPS itself is written in C
language. CLIPS Java API (CLIPS JNI) distribution is also available, but using
CLIPS brings an additional overhead with versions support, IDE integration due to
the latest Java version incompatibility.
This was a brief description of selected engines on different measurement criteria,
however it should be noted this list is not exhaustive because many other engines
have not been discussed in this section. A comparative analysis above reveals that
JBoss Drools as an engine that fits all selection criteria and has been chosen to be
deployed in this research. The Knowledge Base and theory behind the inference
procedures are explained in detail in section 3.3 and 3.3.1 correspondingly.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter reveals the research methodology applied, including different steps that
have been followed in the study. The methods and tools have been used are: Belief
Rule-Based approach and Drools JBoss inference engine to carry out an assessment,
Iterative and Incremental systems development (IID) approach for a web-based
assessment toolkit development and qualitative semi-structured interviews, surveys
for a validation purpose.

Figure 2 - ER BRB Assessment tool architecture

As shown in Figure 2, the architecture of a system developed consists of: the
interface layer component, which is used to obtain input data from the user and show
generated output of a system; application processing and data management layers, to
accommodate input data transformation, rule activation and output calculation,
known as inference procedures. BRB Expert Systems theory and its application
explained in detail in Section 3.3.

3.1 Systems Development Life Cycle Methodology
In software engineering the choice of an optimal development methodology is
crucial. The degree of optimality might be evaluated against several different
dimensions according to problem. Factors that are considered upon deciding on a
methodology are: development time, cost of development, product quality,
maintainability, and so on. There are many reading materials, both academic and
journalistic, proposing different methodologies for Web development, but any model
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of software development takes into consideration that the software goes through
several different phases in its lifetime.
The Iterative and Incremental Development (IID) methodology has been chosen for
this research. IID is known as a method where the product is designed, implemented
and tested incrementally (a little more is added each time) until the product is
finished (C. Larman, V. R. Basili 2003). IID is similar to individual agile software
development methodology (where a developer is a project team). It meets the needs
of a project by first breaking down the development of the systems into phases. The
most important features of the system are developed to completion first, followed by
incremental development of less important features consequently, thus speeding up
the implementation time. Also, due to dynamic nature of Web technologies it helps
building in new features as the enabling technologies emerge.
Despite which development methodology has been chosen any model of software
development goes through several different phases in its lifetime. These sometimes
are grouped or named differently, but basic activities include requirements analysis,
specification, design, implementation, integration and maintenance.

Figure 3 - IID lifecycle

As shown in Figure 3, requirements and specifications analysis is the starting point.
For this research project they have been gathered through extensive literature review
and end-users specific requirements.
1) Requirements and Specifications analysis:
Firstly, it is important to address the following questions: who will be carrying out an
assessment model, why do they seek to apply the assessment, how can the model be
applied to varying organizational structures and what can be achieved through
application of the model. As it is mentioned in previous chapters a system to be
developed should allow companies to identify their performance in terms of
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environmental responsibility with indicative activities on how progress to the next
step. Based on the Software Requirements and Specifications document (Appendix
1) along with Schmidt’s identified future work suggestions (Schmidt 2015) the
system concept has been refined.
2) Design and Development:
The following step entails the creation of an architectural design based on use-cases
of a model. This forms a base of model development and application. Using the
functional specification document as a guide, detailed design plan and individual
software modules have been identified and built, with the overall software
architecture that integrates those modules. This phase ends when all the modules
have been implemented and tested independently. According to functional
requirements of the Specification document the implementation has been split into 3
builds: Assessment with and Inference Engine; Recommendation activities with
decision support aspects and ICT Energy Consumption Calculator, with each build
being discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
3) Integration and Testing:
After, each individual module is combined into the overall software architecture,
which was then tested by both the developer and the testers. This phase ends when
expert acceptance tests (related to functional requirements) are successful, and the
software is deployed via a public site. It is important to note that each of the phases
should end with a verification or validation process. This is to ensure that each
completed step aligns with the requirements pre-defined. Verification is generally
provided by feedback sessions with the author’s supervisors who are experts in the
research domain, while validation is derived from testing sessions with a focus group
of non-experts.
4) Maintenance:
Maintenance is the final stage in a software project life cycle, and represents the
period after the software product has been accepted by the client and before it has
been retired, whether by replacement or full removal (Jacobson, Booch et al. 1999).
After the acceptance of original product, all changes to the software are considered
part of the maintenance process. Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that a software
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package is seldom perfect when it is first released. As for this study, the application
maintenance is considered as a part of future work.

3.2 Principles of

rule-based engine

application

services

composition
In order to handle complex business logic a combination of web service and rulebased inference engine is used in application development. Web services are moving
more towards SOA based architecture and a need to build a software, satisfying
multiple requirements, an assessment toolkit process workflow composition, based
on a research work of (Yin, Zhang et al. 2012), is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 4 - Process workflow
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A selected rule-based engine should be platform independent, so that the presence of
an additional layer of rule engine would be the only difference from a traditional web
service. The assessment should start from a web service access by an end user with
the simultaneous load of corresponding rule sets, according to their priority lists and
correspondence. Next, end user provides initial input information, and based on
observations, opinion scores are calculated. A match of web service objects in
working memory with rules is stored in a container. If there is a pattern match
objects - go to the agenda temporary store, where it is later sent to the operation part
of a rule, returning the execution result back to the application system environment.
In case of a failure, an operation flow goes back to the pattern match condition until
it reaches the end.

3.3 Belief Rule-Based Knowledge Representation and
Inference Procedures
Constructed rule-based expert systems based on human knowledge are considered
the most visible and fastest growing branch of artificial intelligence (AI) according
to Sun’s work (Sun 1995). There are several common types of knowledge
propositions in rule-based systems: Boolean for the concepts which can be
determined by either true or false, fuzzy set of propositions for non-clearly defined
concepts or an attribute as a variable having a set of possible values it can take. In
this research the possibility of defining the Environmental Responsibility in an
organization by a list of actions that will lead to more efficient and sustainable
performance is proposed. However, recommended that the assessment results be
accompanied by a more rigorous and continuous audit of the company
environmental performance. For the purpose of this research, boolean and fuzzy
knowledge proposition sets are used. For example:
“Prioritization of using eco-labelled equipment will lead to savings on energy
consumption”, which is more deterministic rather than probabilistic, which is derived
from conclusions established by experts and observation facts provided by statistics.
There are many types of uncertainties in real world decision support systems such as
vagueness, imprecision and ambiguity (Hossain, Khalid et al. 2014), because each
knowledge proposition attribute can be described as “high”, “medium” and “low” or
“true” and “false”. The whole concept of ER assessment for a company is a fuzzy,
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scalable and continuous (i.e could be in a continuous continuum from 0% to 100%)
concept, due to infeasibility to obtain precise input data, which will cause inaccuracy
in an evaluation process. As it is described earlier, an inference is a reasoning
procedure to derive conclusions from knowledge base. In a forward chaining
algorithm, an inference starts iteratively searching for the pattern-match of an input
and an if-then clause. When a match is found it fires the if-then clause followed by
triggering an action. However, forward chaining mechanism is not equipped with
uncertainty handling. Therefore, decision is made to deploy an evidential reasoning
and forward chaining with a hybrid knowledge representation inference scheme to
accommodate uncertainties. For example, in the Hossain’s measles diagnosis paper
(Hossain, Khalid et al. 2014), belief distribution is described as:
Rk: if (Fever is ‘Medium’^ Rash is ‘High’^…)
{(High, 0.90), (Medium, 0.10), (Low, 0.00)},

(1)

Proposition in (1) states: belief degree is 90% that the condition is ‘high’ and 10%
that it is ‘medium’. Moreover, input variables involved in inference may not be the
same type. They might be expressed quantitatively and qualitatively and could be
different both in type and range. To summarize, there is a need to deploy a hybrid
inference schema with FC and ER to provide mathematical handling of various input
data types and uncertainties handling.
First step in building the knowledge base of a BRB system is to identify relevant
antecedent attributes, types of uncertainties and corresponding weights. These then
form a generic domain knowledge representation scheme using belief structure.
Secondly, rule base is constructed on the basis of a belief structure, which
apprehends nonlinear causal relationships of rules. In a complete belief rule base
scheme, input for each antecedent variable is transformed with a set of available
referential values. This distribution describes the degree of each antecedent being
activated (Jian-Bo Yang, Jun Liu et al. 2006).
Suppose N is a set of distinctive referential values for an antecedent attribute
𝑥𝑖 (𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇) represented by
𝐻(𝑥𝑖 ) = {𝐻𝑖,𝑛 , 𝑛 = 1. . 𝑁𝑖 }

(2)

where 𝐻𝑖,𝑛 denotes the 𝑛𝑡ℎ evaluation value for an attribute 𝑥𝑖 . Correspondingly, the
belief distribution of 𝑥𝑖 can be defined as
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(3)

𝑆(𝑥𝑖 ) = {(𝐻𝑖,𝑛 , 𝛼𝑖,𝑛 ), 𝑛 = 1. . 𝑁𝑖 }

where 𝛼𝑖,𝑛 is the belief degree to which 𝑥𝑖 is assessed to evaluation degree 𝐻𝑖,𝑛 , and
𝑁𝑖
𝛼𝑖,𝑛 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑𝑛=1
𝛼𝑖,𝑛 ≤ 1.

The belief degree is considered to be complete when it is equal to 1 and incomplete
when less than 1. Any data type, even without uncertainties can be transformed into
evaluation belief distribution (Chen, Yang et al. 2011).
Belief rule-based schema (conjunctive boolean expression) is defined as follows:
𝐼𝐹 𝑥1 𝑖𝑠 𝐴1𝑘 ⋀ 𝑥2 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑘2 ⋀ … ⋀𝑥𝑇𝑘 𝑖𝑠𝐴𝑘𝑇𝑘 ,
𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 {(𝐷1 , 𝛽1,𝑘 ), (𝐷2 , 𝛽2,𝑘 ) … (𝐷𝑛 , 𝛽𝑛,𝑘 ), }
𝑁

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ∑ 𝛽𝑛,𝑘 ≤ 1

(4)

𝑛=1

with a rule weight 𝜃𝑘
and attribute weight 𝛿1,𝑘 , 𝛿2,𝑘 … 𝛿𝑇𝑘,𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ {1 … 𝐿}.
Here, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 … 𝑥1𝑇𝑘 denote the antecedent variables in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule. These attributes
belong to the set of antecedent variables 𝑋 = {𝑥𝑖 ; 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇} in which each element
takes a value from an array of finite sets 𝐴 = {𝐴1 … 𝐴𝑡 } . The vector 𝐴𝑖 =
{𝐴𝑖,𝑛 : 𝑛 = 1 … 𝑁𝑖 = |𝐴𝑖 |} is defined as the set of referential attributes for antecedent
variable 𝑥𝑖 . In the 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule, 𝐴𝑘𝑖 represents the referential value corresponding to 𝑖𝑡ℎ
antecedent variable. 𝑇𝑘 denotes the total number of antecedent attributes in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ
rule; 𝛽𝑛,𝑘 is a belief degree to which 𝐷𝑛 is assumed to be consequent, taking into
account

the

logical

relationship

of

the

𝑘𝑡ℎ

rule:

𝐹𝑘: 𝑥1 𝑖𝑠 𝐴1𝑘 ⋀ 𝑥2 𝑖𝑠 𝐴𝑘2 ⋀ … ⋀𝑥𝑇𝑘 𝑖𝑠𝐴𝑘𝑇𝑘 . If ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝛽𝑛,𝑘 = 1 the 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule is said to be
complete and incomplete otherwise. In an exceptional and extreme cases
where ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝛽𝑛,𝑘 = 0 it denotes total ignorance on the consequent variable. It should
be mentioned that 𝐷 = {𝐷𝑛 ; 𝑛 = 1. . 𝑁} can act either as a firing action or a
concluding statement (Jian-Bo Yang, Jun Liu et al. 2006). For example in case of ER
assessment:
𝑅𝑘 : if the use of ecolabelled equipment is high and switch-off and standby
policy is medium and standards compliant strategy is adoption is high},
then ER level is {(good, 0.7), (average, 0.2), (fair, 0.1), (poor, 0)},
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(5)

where belief distribution representation for ER is considered good with 70% of
confidence, 20% for average and 10% sure that ER level is fair. In general it is
expressed as:
(𝐴1∗ , 𝜀1 )⋀ (𝐴∗2 , 𝜀2 )⋀ … ∧ (𝐴∗𝑇 , 𝜀𝑇 )
where

(6)

is a degree of belief corresponding to antecedent 𝐴∗𝑖 of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ variable

𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇 which reflects uncertainty of data and T is the total number of input
attributes. And,
𝐴(𝐴∗𝑖 , 𝜀𝑖 ) = {(𝐴𝑖,𝑗 , 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 ); 𝑗 = 1. . 𝐽𝑖 }, 𝑖 = 1. . 𝑇

(7)

where 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 is the 𝑖𝑡ℎ referential value of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ attribute and 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 is a degree to which
𝐴∗𝑖 belongs to 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 . The total degree 𝛼𝑘 with input match of 𝐴𝑘 antecedent in the 𝑘𝑡ℎ
rule is calculated by:
𝑘
𝛼𝑘 = 𝜑((𝛿𝑘1 , 𝛼𝑘1 ) … (𝛿𝑘𝑇𝑘 , 𝛼 𝑇𝑘
)),

(8)

where 𝜑 is an aggregation function for 𝑇𝑘 antecedents in 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule and 𝛿𝑘1 (𝑖 =
1 … 𝑇𝑘)is the weight of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ antecedent variable. An aggregation function for
subjective probabilities generation is “ ⋀ ” operator, i.e 𝜑𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑎, 𝑏) = 𝑎 + 𝑏 − 𝑎𝑏
(Chen, Liu et al. 2015). Particularly, the consequent part of a rule is true if only all
antecedent variables meet the rule conditions, so the following weighted
multiplicative aggregation function is used:
𝑇𝑘
̅̅̅̅̅

𝛼𝑘 = ∏(𝛼𝑖𝑘 )𝛿𝑘𝑖
𝑖−1

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ̅̅̅̅
𝛿𝑘𝑖 =

(9)

𝛿𝑘𝑖

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖=1…𝑇𝑘 {𝛿𝑘𝑖 }

For the formula above 0 ≤ 𝛼𝑘 ≤ 1, 𝛼𝑘 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑖𝑘 = 1for all 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇𝑘 and 𝛼𝑘 ≥ 0,
𝑖𝑓 𝛼𝑖𝑘 = 0 for any 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇𝑘 (Jian-Bo Yang, Dong-Ling Xu 2002).
Also, a consequent value is linearly dependent on antecedent variable weight, where
one attribute may contribute more than another. Unfortunately, in the concept of ER,
there is no existing work or justification of assigning different weights for different
activities. Thus, in the context of this research corresponding weights are considered
to be equal. Additionally, the inference engine should take into account
incompleteness of input data, where antecedent value is not known or partially
known. For these cases in this research inference is being held with worst case
scenario for this antecedent, i.e.
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𝑁

𝐼𝐹 0 ≤ ∑ ̅̅̅̅
𝛽𝑖,𝑘 ≤ 1
𝑖=1

𝛽𝑖,𝑘 =

𝐽𝑡
𝑇𝑘
̅̅̅̅
𝛽
𝑖,𝑘 (∑𝑡=1(𝜏(𝑡, 𝑘) ∑𝑗=1 𝛼𝑡,𝑗 ))

( 10 )

∑𝑇𝑘
𝑡=1 𝜏(𝑡, 𝑘)

1, 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑈𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑅𝑘 (𝑡 = 1 … 𝑇𝑘)
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜏(𝑡, 𝑘) = {
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The formula above saves consequent calculation in cases when not all antecedent
variables are involved in a rule inference. Recapitulating again, in an ER calculation
all antecedent attributes are included and using worst cases for incomplete input
data. If there is any incomplete data, the lowest possible referential value is assumed
in order to compute the consequent. Thus, final consequent variable will be
generated by combining each consequent for corresponding antecedent. From J. B.
Yang’s “Rule and utility based evidential reasoning approach for multi-attribute
decision analysis under uncertainties” work (Jian-Bo Yang, Dong-Ling Xu 2002)
𝑚𝑗,𝐼(𝑘) is the combined probability mass degree of belief in 𝐷𝑗 , where:
𝑚𝑗,𝑘 = 𝜔𝑘 𝛽𝑗,𝑘 , 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁
𝑁

( 11 )

𝑚𝐷,𝑘 = 𝜔𝑘 (1 − ∑ 𝛽𝑗,𝑘 )
𝑗=1

Suppose 𝑚𝑗,𝐼(𝐾) is the combined belief degree in 𝐷𝑗 antecedent-belief degree pair and
𝑚𝐷,𝐼(𝐿) is the remaining degree. Then, the overall aggregated belief degree 𝛽𝑗 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑗 is
defined as:
{𝐷𝑗 }: 𝛽𝑗 =

𝑚𝑗,𝐼(𝐿)
1 − 𝑚𝐷,𝐼(𝐿)

( 12 )

Thus, the concluding consequent is generated by aggregating L and input data from
vector 𝐴∗ = {𝐴∗𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1 … 𝐿} number of rules is represented as:
𝑆(𝐴∗ ) = {(𝐷𝑗 , 𝛽𝑗 ); 𝑗 = 1 … 𝑁}

( 13 )

Assuming that 𝑢(𝐷𝑗 ) is the utility of an individual consequent variable (crisp value),
single value converted result is equal to:
𝑁
∗ ))

𝑢(𝑆(𝐴

= ∑ 𝑢(𝐷𝑗 )𝛽𝑗
𝑗=1
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( 14 )

Lastly, the overall belief degrees are measured by individual antecedent degrees of
the 𝑘𝑡ℎ rule activated by an input which is a building base for the overall output
belief degree.

3.3.1 Knowledge base in ER assessment
As it is mentioned earlier, knowledge base in belief rule-based systems is either
established by experts with domain-specific knowledge, historical data or
observation facts or statistics. In this research, it is based on an in-depth literature
review and experts in Green ICT validation:
Here, 𝑉𝑗 denotes the category, e.g. V1 - Equipment procurement compliant with
Green ICT guidelines and the optimization of enterprise operations; V2 - Energy
performance improvements and monitoring towards the use of alternative energy
resources; V3 - Energy- aware network engineering adherence; V4 - Social
commitment; V5 - Waste management. The categories proposed based on the
research scope:
1. Dedicated to small and medium-sized enterprises;
2. Only for SME’s in-office ICT infrastructure deployment and behavioral best
practices in equipment usage;
3. SME’s ICT equipment procurement, usage and end-of-life treatment life
cycle stages;
Thus, the Knowledge base for the Environmental Responsibility assessment of
SMEs is presented in the Table 3 below:
Category

Antecedents

𝑉1: Equipment procurement compliance with Green ICT
guidelines
𝑉2: Energy performance improvement and monitoring
𝑉3: Energy aware networks engineering adherence
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𝑉4:Social commitment
𝑉5:Waste management
Table 3 - Categories

Each category’s best practices and recommendations are presented in Appendix 2.
As it can be seem knowledge base of 5 𝑉𝑗 parent categories and 17 𝐴𝑗𝑖 antecedent
attributes. Each category consists of antecedent attributes that comprise a set of
questionnaire items that users will need to answer. In order to provide mathematical
handling of various input data types and uncertainties, a set of available referential
values is described as {(High, 0.0), (Medium, 0.0), (Low, 0.0)}. It is important to
mention that the research has followed several iterations in refining the knowledge
categorization in the knowledge base: initially, there are 8 independent parent
categories, which would lead to 3^8 = 6561 cases of combinations to consider,
adding additional complications and overhead. Subsequently, that has been merged
into 5 categories for simplicity and integrity purposes. The total ER index is
calculated (Eq. 4), by aggregating N=5 number of parent categories, which in turn
𝑖
𝑖
consist of ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑗 aggregation of corresponding antecedents. 𝐴𝑗 represents

corresponding questionnaire item for each 𝑉𝑗 category.

Figure 5 - Knowledge base tree

Having 5 antecedent parent categories with 3 referential values result in 243 total
number of rules. A total number of 243 rules is determined based on the number of
categories 𝑋 = {𝑥𝑖 ; 𝑖 = 1 … 𝑇}, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑇 = 5

and 3 referential attributed (high,

medium, low): 35 = 243. To enumerate all possible combinations R language for
statistical

computing

and

graphics
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is

used

(function

-

expand.grid(1:3,1:3,1:3,1:3,1:3). Table 4 below is the extract of a matrix with 243
inference rules:
Rule Rule
IF
id
weight

THEN

1

1

V1 is H & V2 is H & V3 is H & V4 V is {H} or
is H & V5 is H
V is {(H, 1.0), (M, 0.0), (L,
0.0)}

2

1

V1 is M & V2 is H & V3 is H & V4 V is {H} or
is H & V5 is H
V is {(H, 0.9), (M, 0.1), (L,
0.0)}

3

1

V1 is L & V2 is H & V3 is H & V4 V is {H} or
is H & V5 is H
V is {(H, 0.8), (M, 0.2), (L,
0.0)}

4

1

V1 is H & V2 is M & V3 is H & V4 V is {H} or
is H & V5 is H
V is {(H, 0.8), (M, 0.2), (L,
0.0)}

...

...

...

243

1

V1 is L & V2 is L & V3 is L & V4 is V is {L} or
L & V5 is L
V is {(H, 0.0), (M, 0.0), (L,
1.0)}

...

Table 4 - Rule base matrix

Here, {H} is a high, {M} is a medium and {L} is a low degree of Environmentally
Responsibility index. Table 4 describes two different approaches for producing the
total index: ER is {H} with implicit uncertainty handling and ER is {(H, 1.0), (M,
0.0), (L, 0.0)} with explicit uncertainty handling (Eq. 4). It has been decided to keep
the weights to be one for all the rules, i.e. assigning the same importance to each
rule. Examples of a belief rule taken from Table 4 are:
R1: IF Energy performance improvement and monitoring is High and Energy
performance improvement and monitoring is High and Energy aware networks
engineering adherence is High and Social commitment is High and Waste
management is High
THEN ER index is High;
R2: IF Energy performance improvement and monitoring is Low and Energy
performance improvement and monitoring is High and Energy aware networks
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engineering adherence is Medium and Social commitment is Low and Waste
management is Medium
THEN ER index is Medium,
R3: IF Energy performance improvement and monitoring is Low and Energy
performance improvement and monitoring is High and Energy aware networks
engineering adherence is Low and Social commitment is Low and Waste
management is Low THEN ER index is Low,
Here, belief degrees are attached to three referential values and weighted equal.
Upon inference completion total ER index (∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑉𝑛 ) is generated with the following
breakdown:: Initial level for 0-20% range, Beginning 20-40%, Improving 40-60%,
Succeeding 60-80% and Leading 80-100% accordingly. The total ER index is
displayed without uncertainties in a single deterministic value in percentages, i.e. V
is {H} or V is {M} or V is {L}, as it shown in Fig. 4. Additionally, output result
shows the total ER index score and sub-category score breakdown in %.

Figure 6 - Maturity levels

An Environmental Responsibility assessment system toolkit is intended to be used
by small and medium-sized enterprises’ regular employees or ICT department
representatives. Therefore, all aggregated consequent numbers are rounded to nearest
decimal and end-users are notified about figures to be estimated and not being
precise, due to nature ER index value.
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4

ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

The demo of a developed toolkit can be found on http://demo1-ersme.rhcloud.com. It
is a web-based application that is intended to be used by SMEs to assess their
environmental responsibility level, obtain a comprehensive list of recommendations
and guidance on how to improve their performance and conduct a more detailed
estimations of their ICT equipment energy consumption with footprint. This chapter
will provide a detailed presentation of the application and its systems development
life cycle, addressed in Section 3.
Application development has followed an iterative and incremental development
approach (IID). After the Software Requirements Specification Document has been
prepared (note: this is the output for the initial Requirements and Specifications
Analysis stage) the system is subdivided into 3 builds: Environmental Responsibility
Assessment, Environmental Responsibility guidance and ICT equipment energy
consumption Calculator. Each build is discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Build 1: Environmental Responsibility Assessment
The Assessment build is the main building block of the application and its pages
structure and content will be described in this section. Screenshots of all pages of
this system that are not presented in this chapter can be found in Appendix 5.
Assessment page can be accessed after visiting the default “Home” page, which
consists of 4 sections: Home, About, Resources and Contacts. The goals of these
pages are: clarifying the purpose of the web-site, its objectives, list of additional
reading resources, third-party links and contact information. End-user begins with an
assessment

by

following

the

corresponding

link

-

http://demo1-

ersme.rhcloud.com/Assessment.jsp. Assessment tab “Form” displays the total
number of questions (17) at the very beginning. These are the questions of an
assessment form:
V1:
1. Does your company follow Green ICT procurement guidelines when ICT
equipment is purchased?
○
Always
○
Sometimes
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○
Never
2. Have you ever used Life Cycle Impact Assessment as a product/service
purchase criterion?
○
Yes
○
No
3. Do you prioritize eco labels (e.g. EPEAT, Energy Star, EU Ecolabel, SWAN
etc.)?
○
For 100 % of equipment (Excellent)
○
For between 70 to 99 % of equipment (Good)
○
For between 40 to 69 % of equipment (Fair)
○
For less than 40 % of equipment (Poor)
4. Are you familiar with use of services that minimize the energy consumption
and environmental impact of ICT equipment (e.g. virtualization,
optimization, etc.)?
○
Extremely
○
Moderately
○
None
V2:
5. Have you ever conducted any ICT equipment energy consumption
assessment?
○
Yes
○
No
6. Is use of switch off and standby modes common in your company?
○
Yes for all
○
Occasionally
○
No
7. Have you installed any power management software in your company ICT
equipment?
○
Yes
○
No
8. Have you followed any systematic approach for energy efficiency
improvement (e.g. data collection, and data analysis)?
○
Always for all
○
Sometimes
○
Never
9. Does your company use energy from any of these renewable sources? (e.g.
solar, wind, geothermal or biomass energy)?
○
Yes, from at least one
○
No
V3:
10. Do the following statement apply to your company? “The network
infrastructure makes use of equipment that adheres to the latest energy
efficiency standards (sleep mode or Energy Efficient Ethernet).”
○
Extremely
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○
Moderately
○
Not at all
11. Do the following statement apply to your company? “The number of required
IT equipment, functionalities, and quality of service are optimized in order to
reduce environmental impact.”
○
Extremely
○
Moderately
○
Not at all
12. Do the following statement apply to your company? “Routing is made energy
aware and offers possibilities to choose the most energy efficient route
instead of the shortest path.”
○ Extremely
○ Moderately
○ Not at all
V4:
13. Has your company adopted any documented reference architecture (with
guiding principles for designing new services/products) aimed to minimize
environmental impact?
○ True
○ False
14. Does your company have any sustainable development-related training and
communication activities for employees?
○ True
○ False
15. Does your company promote the use of audio and video conferencing
facilities reduce travel?
○ True
○ False
V5:
16. Does the following statement apply to your company?
“Ensure a strict implementation of an e-waste policy for the reuse or recycling of
ICT equipment to minimize environmental and social hazards after disposal.”
○ Extremely
○ Moderately
○ Not at all
17. Does your company have any collection and recovery (e.g. reuse, repairing,
remanufacturing) channels (subcontractors) that can reduce the amount of
waste sent to landfill?
○ True
○ False
The knowledge base in this research is constructed after an in-depth literature
review, critical analyses of existing environmental performance assessment models
and primarily guided by the EU Draft Background Report for the development of an
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EMAS Sectoral Reference Document on "Best Environmental Management Practice
in the Telecommunications and ICT Services Sector" (European Commission, Joint
Research Centre 2015). As it is mentioned in Section 3.3.1, questions asked in the
assessment contribute to the Knowledge Base of the ER assessment of SMEs,
particularly for their in-office ICT equipment usage and behavioral best practices.
Thus, questions numbered from 1 to 3 relate to the V1 - Equipment procurement
compliant with Green ICT guidelines and the optimization of enterprise operations;
questions numbered from 4 to 8 are for the V2 - Energy performance improvements
and monitoring towards the use of alternative energy resources; questions numbered
from 10 to 12 are for the V3 - Energy- aware network engineering adherence; and
questions numbered from 13 to 15 are for the V4 - Social commitment; V5 - Waste
management.

4.1.1 Web-based application with Java
Application development has shifted from desktop to web-based applications
accessible via browsers in any part of the world since Internet has become
ubiquitous. This has led to an abounding number of software platforms and libraries.
For the purpose of this research Eclipse IDE for Java EE and Web applications
Helios package has been deployed (i.e. The Eclipse Foundation). It includes Web
Tools Platform (WTP) version 3.6, software produced by the Eclipse Project which
is made available under the Eclipse Public License, to create Dynamic Web Projects
that provide all necessary functionality and tools to develop, run, debug and deploy
Java web-applications. Typical web artefacts in an environment that are used: XML
files, web services, servlets and JSPs with embedded HTML and Javascripts. Eclipse
WTP simplifies the creation of these web artefacts and provides runtime
environments in which these artefacts can be deployed, compiled and debugged, by
supporting major web containers such as Apache Tomcat and JBoss. Additionally,
the project has been wrapped with Maven-m2e plugin for all dependencies
management and classpath integration, automatic dependencies downloads and
updates and POM management, making the modular development easier and robust
(The Apache Software Foundation).
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4.1.2 Server deployment
Java web applications run inside a web container on the server, which provides a
runtime environment for an application. Java containers are also distinguished into
Web containers, such as Apache Tomcat, Jetty and JBoss, that support execution of
Java servlets and JSPs; and Java EE containers for additional functionality, like
server load distribution or an application logic (i.e., inference procedures of this
project). In addition, during the development stage, the application has been
debugged and tested on Tomcat 7.0. A publicly accessible demo version runs on
JBoss Enterprise Web Server. It is an enterprise-class Java web container used to
build and deploy JSPs and Servlets in the cloud of large-scale lightweight web
applications based on Tomcat 7.
Java web-application can be deployed as the WAR (Web ARchive) file in a web
container, which is an archived folder containing all the contents of the application.
A WAR file is a final deliverable which is deployed on a remote server. For the
purpose of hosting a demo application, the OpenShift hosting platform has been
chosen. OpenShift Online is Red Hat’s public cloud application development and
hosting platform that automates the provisioning, management and scaling of
applications (Red Hat Inc. 2011). It also provides a wide range of supported
languages and services, deployed in an application, through cartridges, which can be
frameworks, databases or external services. One of the major benefits of using
OpenShift is that developers can use Git, an extensively used source code
management distributed revision control system for software development. So that
once initial version is up and running, committing and pushing changes is simple and
quick.
Again, Java web-based application is a collection of dynamic resources (such as
Servlets, JavaServer Pages, Java classes and jars) and static resources (HTML pages
and pictures). Servlet is a Java class which extends "HttpServlet" and answers HTTP
request within a web container. The latest official version 3.0 which is also part of
Java EE 6 has been deployed in this project. JSPs or JavaServer Pages are serverside programming technology. Their files contain HTML and Java code, enabling
the creation of dynamic, platform-independent web applications. Java EE WTP
provides a support for emerging Web technologies. For example, HTML5 is
accelerating the ability of developers to create applications that are highly interactive
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and dynamic, alongside client-side technologies like JavaScript and CSS. Java EE 7
lays the foundation for dynamic HTML5 applications with JSRs like WebSockets
and JSON Processing, along with updates to existing JSRs like JAX-RS 2.0, Java
Server Faces 2.2, and Servlet 3.1 NIO.
4.1.3 Application front-end
In software engineering the front-end is the look of an application, which is a
presentation layer interface between the user and application logic. There are plenty
of modern frameworks and platforms serving to build consistent and easy to manage
interfaces. In this project, the Bootstrap framework has been chosen. Bootstrap is a
free and open-source collection of tools, containing precompiled HTML, CSS and
JavaScript extensions. Bootstrap makes front-end development fast, intuitive and
powerful.
4.1.4 Architectural composition
The figure below provides a hierarchical view of the artefacts, conforming to the
Maven layout structure:

Figure 7 - Project explorer view

It has been mentioned before that mvn allows creating project from command line or
other supported IDEs, for example m2eclipse plugin. Maven follows the convention
over configuration pattern and therefore, places each source file in predefined
directories. As shown in Figure above, src/main/java directory contains Java classes
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needed for an application. The selection of an inference engine is justified in
previous chapters.
Drools is a business rule management system with forward and backward chaining
inference based rules engine, using enhanced Rete algorithm. It provides an Eclipsebased plugin and rule files are stored in src/main/resources directory. Inference
engine is a core algorithm of Belief Rule-Based (BRB) system and main application
logic is defined in EnginInit.java - for Knowledge base initialization and
UserInfo.java - containing POJO java-bean class. Figures below are class diagrams
for corresponding classes.

Figure 8 - Drools engine initialization

Figure 9 - Input information Java-bean class
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Figure 10 - Input information unity

ReadParams.java is a servlet class handling the process Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) requests coming from the Web client and pass back an appropriate response.
Basic behavior of servlet involves a request-response type model derived from the
way HTTP works; ReadParams.java servlet is built as Java class that extends basic
servlet implementation HttpServlet class with init(), service() and destroy() lifecycle
methods. Once initialized, it gets all user input attributes, which reflect UserInfo.java
bean interface and calls EngineInit.java class for Drools rule engine initialization,
Knowledge Base boot and session creation.

Figure 11 - Servlet calls Rule Engine

After ReadParams.java servlet initialization and input is processed in Drools rule
engine, servlet container creates the RequestDispatcher object, which is used as a
wrapper around the resource located on server. It is a public interface that defines an
object that receives requests from the client and sends them to Results.jsp with
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inference procedure results - a total consequent value with sub-categories
breakdown. The following sequence diagram illustrates the flow of execution: from
client browser request to Results.jsp page of the website application.

Figure 12 - Assessment sequence diagram

4.2 Build 2: Environmental Responsibility guidance
The next stage of Environmental Responsibility toolkit is to provide feedback on
best environmental management practices. The Recommendations part can be
accessed by a user following the links after each category score at http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Recommendations.jsp. It is assumed that users have answered
the questionnaire items honestly, so that the toolkit shows the activities expected to
be fulfilled completely, if answered strict positive (Yes/Always/For all) only.
Recommended activities in participating organizations will depend upon
organizational circumstances and IT configurations. This decision support aspect is
achieved by associating each question with the corresponding and complementary
activities. It stores the user feedback in a session variable. Web applications can
store data in a database or locally within the user's browser. The latter approach has
been adopted to comply with personal data protection and privacy related policies
within the participating organizations when handling information.
The Recommendations part is based on “Best Environmental Management Practice
in the Telecommunications and ICT Services Sector", EU Draft Background Report
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for the development of an EMAS Sectoral Reference Document, November 2015
(European Commission, Joint Research Centre 2015).
The BEMP report is a document prepared by the European Commission's Joint
Research Centre (JRC) and its Technical Working Group (TWG) in the framework
of the development of EMAS Sectoral Reference Documents (SRDs). The list is
categorized in the same manner as in the Results section and is affiliated by sectoral
experts in Telecommunications and ICT Services of TWG. Each activity is initially
displayed in a brief form, which can be expanded for more information after the
mouse hover over it. The references provided for third-party sources are publicly
accessible and are displayed for guidance purposes only and might be amended. Full
content of recommendations section can be found in Appendix 2.
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4.3 Build 3: ICT equipment energy consumption
ICT equipment energy consumption management and monitoring is researched
extensively and a variety of approaches exist. However, to the author's best
knowledge, very few publications are available that address the issue of adopting
those in SMEs, due to limited financial resources, lack of expertise knowledge,
complexity of systems, lack of awareness regarding their performance management
capabilities and solutions (Blundel, Monaghan et al. 2013; Chan 2011; Hillary 2004;
Nulkar 2014; Zorpas 2010)
This section explains the rationale of a Calculator tool, which is intended to estimate
the in-use energy consumption, costs and carbon footprint of organization’s in-office
ICT usage. It can be accessed on http://demo1-ersme.rhcloud.com/Calculate.jsp. A
Calculator tool has been produced based on the SusteIT project, funded by the Joint
Information Services Committee (JISC), and is co-managed by the Higher Education
Environmental Performance Improvement project and SustainIT, an NGO (HEEPI,
James). SusteIT is a one year project to investigate ways in which information
technology within universities and colleges can be made more sustainable,
undertaken by Professor Peter James and Lisa Hopkinson, from the University of
Bradford’s

HEFCE-funded

Higher

Education

Environmental

Performance

Improvement (HEEPI) program.
The tool uses three core variables to calculate energy consumption and footprint:
number of devices, power consumption for individual types of devices (watts, either
measured or taken from manufacturer’s data) and usage data of devices in
hours/year. The final results are dedicated to provide a reasonable estimate of the
overall degree of electricity/carbon used in an organization. The current version
contains a disclaimer and instructions section, accessible at http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Readme.jsp, with assumptions and limitations. Assumptions are
largely based on a detailed analysis of the energy footprint of non-residential ICT
devices at the University of Sheffield, performed by Chris Cartledge with his
analysis of the Sheffield ICT energy footprint, and his colleagues at the University of
Sheffield who provided assistance and data: Chris Sexton, Cliff Woodcraft and Phil
Riley (James 2015).
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The calculation tool comes with default data for easy use. These default data set has
been adjusted with experts and Sheffield worked example to ensure that the
categories, assumptions and figures being used are realistic, up-to-date and
extensively applicable to small and medium sized organizations.
4.3.1 Description of the calculation tool
The calculation tool is a data grid component with an Excel-like appearance,
containing the following sections:
1. Introduction and instructions, Readme link;
2. Server Rooms - Enter data on central and departmental servers plus storage
and cooling/power supply overhead;
3. PCs and Monitors - Enter data on PCs, laptops, thin clients and monitors;
4. Networks - Enter data on hubs, switches, routers and Power Over Ethernet;
5. Phones - Enter data on PABX and VOIP phones power supply/cooling
overhead for PABX;
6. Imaging - Enter data on printers, copiers, scanners, faxes;
7. AV - Enter data on projectors, TVs and plasma screens;
8. Total and Analysis - Contains results on energy use and carbon dioxide
emissions, per-device category breakdown;
9. Energy Use - Provides graphical displays on energy usage, per-device
category breakdown;
10. Energy Cost - Provides graphical displays on energy costs, per-device
category breakdown;
11. CO2 Emissions - Provides graphical displays on carbon dioxide emissions,
per-device category breakdown;
The tool can be used by simply navigating and editing data highlighted in grey
(results and constant values are read-only). Calculation grid plugin used will be
explained in the following section. Users can either conduct a quick estimation by
only filling required number of devices (which can be estimated also) for each of the
different types of ICT equipment used in their organization (“Number” column). The
grid will then use default assumptions of power ratings and usage to estimate the
total energy consumption in kWh/y, energy costs in £ (GBP) and carbon dioxide
emissions in kg/kWh.
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Similarly, users can complete more accurate estimation by entering company
specific data on power ratings of equipment, and typical usage hours. For some
equipment types, it may not be practical or cost effective to measure actual energy
consumption, in which case a theoretical measurement can be used. Users need to
ensure that the source of the data is documented for future reference, for example
supplier or equipment specification information and use of theoretical data should be
kept to a minimum to improve an overall accuracy.
This part of the Environmental Responsibility assessment toolkit is intended to be
used by companies ICT management, energy management, who possess or can
gather data required by tool. While using this calculation tool, users need to check
default figures. For example, power ratings can appear to be too high or low for their
organization and if it is not possible to obtain data, one can estimate range of energy
consumption based on separate calculations using low and high power ratings.
Similar approach applies to total hours/year column.
In the bottom section of the calculation grid users should check the value for
electricity costs (p/kWh) and carbon dioxide emission factor (kgCO2/kWh) and
change if necessary. The former and latter are based on the UK electricity cost for
2016 (including VAT) and International Energy Agency’s statistics (IEA 2015) and
the use of geolocation information of a user (will be explained in the next section).
Carbon emission conversion factors from EIA are expressed in grammes of CO2 per
kWh. It has been calculated using CO2 emissions from fossil fuels, industrial waste
and non-renewable municipal waste that are consumed for electricity generation in
the transformation sector and the output includes electricity generated from all fossil
and non-fossil sources (excluding pumped hydro), divided by output electricity.
Thus, emission factors vary from year to year depending on electricity main activity
producer, but statistically value gets updated every 5 years.
Once all the data is entered the tool provides a breakdown of ICT energy use, energy
costs and carbon emissions with graphical displays. Note that all totals and graphs
are automatically adjusted and synchronized when data is altered.
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4.3.2 Editable grid for smooth user experience
The Calculation tool has been built using open-source Handsontable JavaScript
plugin, under MIT License. It comes with data source integration, validation, sorting,
grouping, data binding or column ordering and most important formula support
(Spilka). During the development of this Calculation tool, Handsontable has been
throough continuous improvement, causing some incompatibilities. However,
advantages of using this library outweigh disadvantages and Calculation tool is
expected to perform better after Handsontable stable release.
Handsontable binds to data source object by reference that means that after editing
data in the grid it alters it in source object and updating dependent data cells (“Totals
here). An update happens right after render() method callback that refreshes the grid.
Through intuitive API data manipulation in Handsontable is predefined by core
methods, events handling by hooks and data validation by member functions.
As mentioned above carbon emission factors are taken from EIA, where the full
report can be downloaded in .xlsx format. These data change every year so this
Calculation tool deploys .xlsx file querying it and fetching carbon emission factors
along with their country codes.

Figure 13 - .xlsx data source

To import an Excel file into a javascript array alasql plugin has been used (Gerhsun
2015). This functionality makes application maintenance, support and update neat
and easy. After importing data into array, Handsontable queries the data set and puts
into HOT-in-HOT container as an embedded table with “Carbon conversion factor”
and corresponding “Country”. By doing so, user can access to conversion factors of
all countries listed in EIA report. Consequently, users can observe different carbon
footprint results in different countries with the same ICT equipment setup.

4.3.3 Geolocation aware service
When user visits the Calculate tool page, a pop-up window must appear which
detects user’s geolocation and corresponding carbon emission factor, which in turn
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automatically alters default carbon emission factor and updates totals. This is done
using publicly available geolocation service, which provides a public HTTP API to
search the geolocation of IP addresses. It uses a database of IP addresses that are
associated to countries along with other relevant information. The callback function
returns the result in JSON format with country name and country code in ISO
format. The maximum number of operations from the same IP in 60 minutes is
10000. Next, Handsontable data binding function searches previously imported array
of objects with carbon emission factors, finds a match with country code and
corresponding factor and displays the result. Moreover, users can manually choose
country specific factor if needed. It has been found that this geolocation
deterministic feature will assist users to adjust assessment results to be more accurate
and makes human-computer interaction subtle.
4.3.4 Data visualization
Finally, data visualization used throughout the ER assessment toolkit has been
accomplished using Google Charts (Google Inc.). It provides JavaScript classes that
are embedded in pages, customized and populated with data using the DataTable
class. Charts are rendered using HTML5/SVG technology to provide cross-browser
compatibility (including VML for older IE versions) and cross platform portability to
iPhones, iPads and Android. Google Charts are used on Results.jsp and Calculate.jsp
pages.
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5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

ER assessment evaluation process has been conducted in order to validate the toolkit
and verify that it complies with the Software Requirements Specification Document
that is defined in Appendix 1 and research objectives of the project. For that purpose,
evaluation sessions have been held with experts, non-experts (focus group), and
target SMEs. In addition, the results of BRB and Fuzzy set theory approaches have
been compared and contrasted. The results of evaluation sessions are discussed in the
following sections.

5.1 Experts Validation
During the system’s development, evaluation sessions have been held regularly
between the author and at least one of her two supervisors, who represent experts in
the area of environmental management. During those sessions, ideas of the
realization as well as the author’s progress are discussed. This procedure helps to
reshape the target system based on experts’ feedback and served as additional
verification process of the system’s requirements.
Six domain experts have been invited to conduct formative and summative
evaluations to address validity, reliability and accuracy of a system developed.
Expert 1 is a British Library employee, graduated from Leeds Beckett University
majoring in ICT for Environment; Expert 2 is a business specialist in a position of
Web Operations Manager/Technical Director; Expert 3 is a Professor at University
of Hull and BCS Green IT Specialist Group member; Expert 4 is a sustainable IT
consultancy Carbon3IT Ltd Managing Director, BCS Green IT Specialist Group
member; Experts 5 and 6 are author’s supervisors: Senior Lecturer, Course Leader
for MSc Sustainable Computing and Head of School of Computing, Creative
Technologies and Engineering, Faculty of Arts, Environment and Technology at
Leeds Beckett University. Comments of experts 5 and 6 are not included in this
section as they have been reflected and addressed after each supervisory meeting
with an author.
The demo version of a web-based BRB assessment system were sent to each expert
individually and feedbacks have been collected and the systems has been revised and
modified. The comments received from experts were classified into two categories:
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Appearance (UI experience) and Conceptual overview. The following table
demonstrates selected excerpts from experts’ comments on UI experience:
Respondent №

Positive feedback

Critiques on improvements

Expert 1 - British Excerpt 1:
Library, Yorkshire
IT

department

specialist

Excerpt 2:

… like the assessment and ...rendering on screen of a
the

results

it

provides Calculation section...I'd suggest

including the graphs.

you incorporate some response
web design.

Expert 2 - Web Excerpt 3:
Operations
Manager,
Technical Director

...assessment

Excerpt 4:
page

has ...it would be simpler (UX

been created as a 'single- conformity)
page-app';

a

bottom of the results;

of the app is nice and ...paragraph
mostly

responsive

display

'Recommendations' link at the

...the overall presentation

clean,

to

headings

don't

mobile conform to W3C Accessibility

and

keeps standards;

everything very simplistic;

...all fields (Calculate section)

...Calculation section is a are currently editable (including
useful

tool

for

larger text fields) thus allowing for

enterprises;
...the

ambiguity and inconsistency;

resources

page ...need of a confirmation dialog

contains a great deal of box
information,

links

and Assessment page;

resources;
...overall, as a start point
for something which could
be developed further into a
real world tool it is good.
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before

leaving

the

Expert

3

- No comments

No comments

University of Hull
and BCS Green IT
Specialist

Group

member
Expert

4

- No comments

Carbon3IT

Excerpt 5:

Ltd

...the recommendations section

Managing
Director,

…
BCS

no

indication

of

non-

compliance, perhaps a red x.

member
Table 5 - UI experience comments

Based on feedback, from the table above the BRB system has been modified to
address the issues relating to the system interface, UI conformity and interaction. A
major upgrade on design and programming levels has been performed on this webbased tool as it is presented on the date of submission of this research work.
Particular attention is paid to comments on the conceptual level of the system, which
are summarized in a Table 8:
Respondent

Positive feedback

Critiques on improvements

Expert 1 - British

Excerpt 6:

Excerpt 7:

...all in all nicely

...number of editable fields in

developed tool with a

Calculation section...how

great potential.

accurate / indicative the results

Library, Yorkshire
IT department
specialist

are.
Expert 2 - Web
Operations
Manager, Technical
Director

Excerpt 8:

Excerpt 9:

... a potentially useful

...doesn't address the move /

application for real world

impact of smart technologies and

scenarios.

social media/online collaborative
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...for those (enterprises)
looking for ways to reduce
costs and improve their
corporate green image in
the market place.

/ remote operations.
... level of the questions...make
sure respondents aren’t scared off
by language which is too
academic, technical or difficult to
understand.

Expert 3 -

Excerpt 10:

Excerpt 11:

University of Hull

…the questions are

...may help to explain the

generally fine.

meaning of the index in the final

and BCS Green IT
Specialist Group

summary.

member
Expert 4 Carbon3IT Ltd
Managing Director,
BCS member

Excerpt 12:

Excerpt 13:

...some of the questions

...add some guidance on how to

seem to be at a higher

meet the recommendation.

level than SME...
Table 6 - Conceptual overview by experts

From the collated experts’ comments it could be concluded that the assessment
system has been validated. One of the critique addresses the level of appropriateness
of questions asked during the assessment process, as they seem to be more suitable
for larger and medium sized enterprises and thus, small companies might find some
questions and concepts difficult to understand and the recommendations hard to
follow. The main limitation of expert validation stage of this research is the lack of
attention to the Belief Rule-Based approach deployed in assessment process. The
novelty of the software solution lies in the fact that in this research, the BRB
approach has been deployed in enterprises level assessment on environmental issues.
Results and performance comparison of the BRB and a Fuzzy Set Theory approaches
are presented in the following section.
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5.2 Focus groups validation
Prior to experts’ validation stage, the demo version of a system has been tested by a
group of postgraduate students in the field of Green ICT with high level of expertise
in software systems development. The evaluation forms dispatched to each of the
respondents consists of grid-based questions on accessibility, navigation, design,
content, error prevention, help and documentation on a scale from 1 to 5 (5 is a max)
and a series of open questions calling for comments and improvement suggestions on
each of the system’s pages individually. Here, “5” represents “I strongly agree”, “4”
stands for “I agree”, “3” represents “neutral”, “2” symbolizes “I disagree”, and “1” is
used for “I strongly disagree” rate of agreement with each statement. The mean score
in a table below represents the average response and the mode value the score that
has been selected the most among total 8 respondents on human-computer
interaction (HCI) and content evaluation:
Statement

Mean
score

Mode
score

Accessibility
Website compatible with your browser.
Content is structurally separated from navigational elements.

4.50

5.00

Navigation
3.63
Navigation through the website is intuitive and
Links labeled with anchor text that provides a clear
indication of where they lead.
Clickable items indicate that they are clickable

4.00

Design
Website’s design is aesthetically appealing.
The colors used harmonious and logically related.
Fonts and text size are easy to read.

4.13

5.00

Content
3.25
The system appears structured and not very complex.
Presented information is relevant and language is easy to
understand.

5.00

Error Prevention
I receive clear error messages and corrective action steps.

3.50

5.00

Help and Documentation

3.38

5.00
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Explanation and supporting material can be found easily.
Table 7 - Part 1 HCI evaluation

Each respondent has an access to the system and is asked to evaluate the toolkit after
having gone through it. Based on the questionnaire results, a satisfactory perception
of respondents has been observed with a majority of positive and neutral responses.
More important comments have been made in the additional feedback section
depicted in a table below:
1. Please indicate interface
and usability suggestions
for http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/index.ht
ml page.

A. ...i did not receive any error messages
so I answered with 5.
B. ...it is easy to follow and the links are
clear.
C. ...maybe have a navigation point to
start assessment? When I'm new to the
site and I scroll down without clicking
the assessment button I'm not sure what
to do...i'm confused for a second.
D. ...could be aesthetically better (too
much bright monochromatism) but very
easily understandable and smooth
navigation, I suggest a light green
background pleasing to the eyes, just
my $ 0.02.
E. ...maybe think about using
images/icons to grab the user's
attention even better.

2. Please indicate interface
and usability suggestions
for http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Assess
ment.jsp page.

A. ...i believe it better not to have a preselected radio button and sort of force
the user to read all the answers and
think of them before answering.
B. ...there are 4 questions that have as
answers True and False, but I think Yes
and No are more appropriate. ...the
questions are clear and easy to follow.
C. ...top notch.
D. ...this page is good, very smooth
transitioning between tabs and
aesthetically good too, with different
colors.
E. ...sometimes, I could have used more
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options for the answers.
3. Please indicate interface
and usability suggestions
for http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Results
page.

A. ...using more representing names (The
actual names) for the categories in the
charts instead of category ...give some
more info on how the result is
calculated
B. ...when displayed on a mobile device,
horizontal scrolling is necessary to
view the chart.
C. ...it is really nice presented and clear
for the user. Well-structured and the
information is presented in different
ways(graph, percentages).
D. ...i can jump to results while I'm
changing values in the assessment even
before I finish but the values are not
submitted/updated.
E. ....nice tabulation and mix of colors,
nice hovering text and smooth, nice
google charts pie chart!
F. ...i think this page is great.

4. Please indicate interface
and usability suggestions
for http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Calculat
e.jsp page.

A) ...why is the table already filled? It is a
little bit confusing. There are no
validations on this page. A user can
introduce any value (inclusive negative
values or strings).
B) ...what is the direct relation from the
assessment/recommendation to the
calculation?
C) ...very good relatable excel style sheet
and graphs, legible text and simple
interface!
D) ...you could give an easy overview of
the table's content and allow users to
navigate easily to one section

5. Please indicate interface
and usability suggestions
for http://demo1ersme.rhcloud.com/Recom
mendations.jsp page.

A) ...should there be a clear button from
the Results page to get to this one? I
know there is the navigation at the top
of the page but …
B) ...i like the check marks. You can
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visualize better what you're doing
right. The information is precise and
well presented.
C) ...long list - maybe rather separate and
stress what exactly needs to be done
and what not?
D) ...this one could be better structured,
tabulate the bullets below the main
point for one, nice drop down on each
entry though!
E) ...generally, I really like this one, too.
However, it's a lot of text and maybe
some graphs/icons would make it
easier for the user to grasp everything.
6. Other comments.

A) ...in the home page you mention it is an
Environmental assessment tool, but the
most emphasis is given on energy "by
mapping company's energy use with its
operations you will create
understanding and increase
awareness". Through the question of
the assessment tool I could see that
they cover different aspects not only
energy….your assessment includes
questions about products life cycle and
employees awareness and practices
which are in my opinion "equally
important"
B) ....navigation on home page is different
to others, where I would have expected
some continuity throughout all of the
pages.
C) Great job.
D) ...maybe you can incorporate some
angularjs into the website, they have
cool front end features...but good solid
website and a good bootstrap template!
Simple and effective.
E) ...all in all, this is a great tool.
Table 8 - Part 2 Content evaluation
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The users are then asked to provide any additional feedback on each of the sections
(pages). The author was entitled to decide on aspects to be modified, however, most
of the highlighted system deficiencies have been resolved prior to experts’
validation.
The main findings drawn from these evaluations are categorized as:
1.

Home section - aesthetical edits are made on color palette of this page
(comment 1-D).

2.

Assessment section - questions and responses are clarified (comment 2-A).

3.

Results section - actual names in a per category graph breakdown are
amended (comment 3-A), mobile responsive design applied for this page
and other sections (comment 3-B).

4.

Recommendations section - a link from the Results to the Recommendations
sections is added (comment 4-A), a long list of recommended is
decomposed and tabulated by sections (comments 4-C, 4-D).

5.

Calculate section - conditional formatting for a user introduced value check
is implemented on a grid (comment 5-A), a link from a corresponding
recommended activity on Recommendations page to Calculate page is
added (comment 5-B), more legible text and instructions are added above
the grid (comment 5-D).

To summarize, the participants have expressed positive opinions about the system,
reviewed that the software has been developed in compliance with specifications,
standards and best practices. Additionally, suggested corrections to grammar of a
content and coding (programming) advice have been received and addressed.

5.3 SME Validation - Case study
In order to assess whether the developed system is applicable to SMEs, the case
study of a medium size enterprise is presented in this section. Prior to system
development, the organization has been asked to complete and validate the Software
Requirements Specification Document with an author (Appendix 1). After the final
version of a system has been developed the company representatives are invited to
go through the intervention by using the system and participate in a discussion
session with the author regarding its usability and usefulness.
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The target enterprise is an architecture and design academy, one of the biggest
design organizations in Kazakhstan. It specializes in the design of Residential,
Office, Commercial, Assembly & Recreation projects. It employs a little fewer than
250 employees and has annual turnover not exceeding 50 million euro, which makes
it to fall into the category of medium-sized businesses. Established in 1930, the
organization claims to have high standards that rest on national traditions and
experience of the best experts in creation of safe and healthy working environment
for personnel. During the pre-interview session with the organization, the presence
of management practices compliant with International Standards of Quality ISO
9001:2008, Environmental ISO14001:2009 and Occupational Health & Safety BS
OHSAS 18001:2007 have been discovered.
The ER BRB assessment system’s corporate respondents are: manager of IT
department and CSR specialist. The first session of the evaluation cycle involves the
projects objectives and requirements review. The company’s representatives have
expressed their interest in improving the company’s operational energy efficiency
and fostering a positive and responsible attitude to the environment among all
employees.
The final demo version of an assessment system has been sent to the company’s
representatives. Respondents are asked to test the system and perform an initial
assessment independently. The target company’s initial ER BRB assessment results
are:

Figure 14 - Initial results

Based on ER index obtained, the company’s vulnerable points have been identified.
Here sorted by priority in descending order: Waste management, Equipment
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procurement compliance with Green ICT guidelines, Energy performance
improvement and monitoring. Respondents have explored activities from the
Recommendations section and these are their remarks:
Recommended activities are diversified and only high-levels cost savings,
with capital investments less than 1000 USD, will be considered for an
adoption. Moreover, activities with a payback period of less than a year are
considered to be more preferable for a target organization.
Also, the company’s representatives view the Calculation section of the system as an
appropriate tool with high potential in IT department infrastructure energy/cost
consumption assessment. Future work on ICT infrastructure audit has been planned
and discussed with the use of the Calculation tool. A special attention has been paid
to “Travel reductions” recommendations. The organization has its head office in
Almaty and 3 regional branches across the country, in addition to foreign partner
companies from Austria, Germany, Ireland, UAE, Portugal, Russian Federation,
Singapore, USA, Turkey, France, South Korea and Japan. The company has
expressed interest in travel expenses reductions by extending the use audio and video
conferencing tools.
In conclusion, the ER BRB assessment system has been validated by a target
medium-sized organization. The system has been found to be “a good resource for
those attempting to improve their corporate resources efficiency”. It is important to
note, the prototype might lack in detailed instructions on each recommended activity
in future investigation. However, the project’s aim is the development of a new
approach in corporate environmental responsibility assessment. The sets of
recommendations are only practical suggestions and guide for further growth, so that
it is the participating companies’ responsibility to choose the means of
recommendations implementation.
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5.4 Belief Rule-Based Inference validation with Fuzzy Logic
Toolbox
This section presents validation results of BRB system developed with a Fuzzy logic
reasoning based approach for the Environmentally Responsibility assessment. The
modeling has been performed using Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox application.
Comparison between BRB and Fuzzy approach results has been performed and
confirmed the validity of the proposed BRB technique.
In the last two decades, the fuzzy logic theory application, which is firstly introduced
by L.A. Zadeh (Zadeh 1997), has gained popularity. Fuzzy logic (FL) comes from
theory of fuzzy sets, where classes of input objects have unsharp boundaries with a
certain degree of belief, which is in a wider sense can be described as a theory of
multivalued logic. FL has been widely deployed in different applications of decision
support, industrial process controls and consumer products selection. A crucial
significance of that approach is the use of linguistic variables in describing complex
systems, e.g. descriptive words in human-readable and comprehensible format
(Zadeh 1965).
5.4.1 Fuzzy logic design
A basic fuzzy logic system consists of three component: fuzzifier, FIS and
defuzzifier. A fuzzifier finds a mapping between input variables values into a fuzzy
set and defuzzifier does a reverse operation of mapping set of output values into a
crisp value. Hence, fuzzy logic is a helpful tool to map an input space to an output
space. The primary mechanism for doing this resides in FIS through the list of ifthen rules. An architectural view of basic fuzzy system is shown in Figure 13:

Figure 15 - Fuzzy logic system design
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There are three steps in a fuzzy inference process: fuzzification, fuzzy rule inference,
and defuzzification. The algorithmic steps of a fuzzy logic system life cycle are as
follows:
1. Decide on linguistic variables and notations for input and output variables.
2. Determine pertinent membership functions for each input and output
variables.
3. Construct knowledge base in rules format.
4. Fuzzification: convert crisp data into fuzzy data sets using membership
functions.
5. Fuzzy rules inference: rules evaluation in the rule base and the results set
combination.
6. Defuzzification: convert fuzzy output values into crisp data.
The Mamdani type inference has been deployed for building the model, which
expects the output membership functions to be fuzzy sets. The input variables are
fuzzified with three linguistic attributes “low”, “medium” and “high”, as it is defined
in the BRB system, with the gaussmf membership function (MF) in a range [0 100].
The output variable is described with trimf MF with “poor”, “average” and “good”
attributes. The views of MFs are available in Appendix 3. The model consists of 3
rules, defined in accordance with the BRB system described earlier. The Surface
Viewer of the Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox shows the graphical mapping between
any two inputs and an output.

Figure 16 - Surface view of ER SME assessment
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5.4.2 Results and Comparison
Belief Rule-Based approach is compared with FIS in this section. In order to verify
the validity of the methodology chosen in ER assessment research, 100 simulations
with randomized input variables (answers to questions) have been carried out.
Simulation results and input data can be found in Appendix 4. The chart below
presents results of simulations, an additional mean value is included in comparative
analysis as a benchmarking number.

Figure 17 - Methods comparison

It is observed that the results of fuzzy approach are close to the results obtained by
the average calculation method for almost all the experiments. All three methods
(third is the average value calculation) results are discovered in the same range of [20:+20] and FIS performs better for the range of values closer to medium, not
reaching min or max with the deviation value. Per category effect and consequence
are not handled in output variables generated based on mean value calculations. For
example, when the “Category 1 - Equipment procurement compliant with Green ICT
guidelines and the optimization of enterprise operations” accomplishes its max
value, that implies a positive degree of awareness of an organization on
environmental issues, hence result in BRB in simulation-1 is higher compared to FIS
and mean calculations. Also, when at least one of the input variables is equal to zero,
BRB approach demonstrates a lesser output variable, which is legitimate: failing to
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address even one aspect of a problem, causes the whole case status unsteady and
unreliable.
5.4.3 Statistical Analysis and Significance Tests
The significance test has been performed to determine if the BRB approach and FIS
theory produce significantly different results. As a first step, we need to test the
assumption that the samples come from normal distributions. From the plots below it
is evident that BRB (blue) approximately follows straight line, indicating
approximate normal distribution. The FIS sample (orange colored) shows an
increasing departure from normality in the lower tail.

Figure 18 - Normal probability for BRB and FIS

The difference between BRB and FIS is evident. This can be confirmed performing
Jarque-Bera test in Matlab. The returned value of h = 1 for FIS indicates that jbtest
rejects the null hypothesis at the default 5% significance level. The logical 0 returned
by BRB test indicates a failure to reject the null hypothesis that the samples are
normally distributed.
Next, we need to set up hypotheses and evaluate whether the difference between
BRB and FIS is significant. In this statistical test, μ1 is the mean score for BRB while
μ2 is the mean score for FIS. H0 is the null hypothesis where μ1 equals to μ2 while H1
is the alternative hypothesis where μ1 is not equal to μ2. A two-tail z-test is
conducted at a level of confidence of 0.05.
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H0: μ1 = μ2 H1: μ1 ≠ μ2, α=0.05

( 15 )

Table 9 below shows a statistical analysis of the two independent data samples.
Because both data samples are large (>30), a z-test has been chosen opposed to t-test.
Prior to conducting the z-test, we first calculate the population variances. The
variance values are different for BRB (819.43) and FIS (194.70) and thus we shall
conduct a two-tail z-test for two samples with unequal variances at a level of
confidence of 0.05.
BRB

FIS

Mean, µ

52.32

51.01

Known Variance, 

819.43 194.70

No of observations (n)

99.00

99.00

Hypothesized Mean Difference 0.00
Z value

0.41

P(Z<=z) one-tail

0.34

z Critical one-tail

1.64

p-value (Z<=z) two-tail

0.68

z Critical two-tail
1.96
Table 9 - A two-tail z-test for the means of two independent samples with unequal variances

The p-value is a probability that measures the evidence against the null hypothesis.
The p-value in our research is greater than α, so we fail to reject H0. This means that
BRB and FIS approaches do not generate significantly different results. However, as
we can see from the Table 9, the variances of two populations are unequal (BRB is 4
times higher than FIS). Again, the hypotheses-test indicates that there is not enough
evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the two batch z-score is equal at the 0.05
significance level. This failure may reflect normality in the population or it may
reflect a lack of strong evidence against the null hypothesis due to the small sample
size.
A two-tail z-test for the means of two independent samples with unequal variances
investigates whether two independent samples come from normal distributions with
unequal variances and the same mean values. From Jarque-Bera test it has been
identified that FIS data sample is not normally distributed. For a hypotheses test
quality assurance of two data samples have been tested also using the two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The function kstest2(columnBRB, columnFIS) returned
the value equal to 1. The result rejects the hypothesis that the data in BRB and FIS
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samples are from the same continuous distribution at the 5% significance level. This
confirms our assumption in two approaches heterogeneity.
To conclude, the BRB approach deployed in this research dedicated to small and
medium-sized enterprises to assess their Environmentally Responsibility level
generates correlative, well balanced and sensible results compared to FIS approach.
So the observed difference between the sample means (52.32 – 51.01) is not
convincing enough to say that BRB and FIS approaches generate notably different
consequences. Although, the test only performs comparison between mean values
and does not focus on such a substantial difference in variances. The most likely
explanation of z-test result is that BRB approach deploys rule based context-adapted
inference procedures for a total consequent variables calculation (Section 5.4.2).
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research proposes the use of a Belief Rule-Based approach to assess an
enterprise’s level commitment to environmental issues. Participating companies have
to complete a structured questionnaire of the Environmental Responsibility BRB
assessment system developed. An automated analysis of their responses (using the
Belief Rule-Based approach) determines their environmental responsibility level.
This is followed by a recommendation on how to progress to the next level. The
recommended best practices will help promote understanding, increase awareness,
and make the organization greener. It is posited that such a system generates well
balanced, sensible and context adapted results. The aim of the Environmentally
Responsibility Assessment System is to help small and medium-sized enterprises
focus on making improvements on more sustainable business operations.
Future work recommendations are drawn from the validation by experts, focus
groups, and the target SM, which are: 1) test the usefulness of the assessment in
practice and benchmark the results among a pool of similar type of enterprise
respondents; 2) include required capital investment amount, payback period and cost
saving for each recommended activity; 3) provide specialized assessment and
recommendation roadmaps for a participating organization’s industrial sector
(manufacturing, non-manufacturing); 4) developed a paid version with more
questions and recommendations for more accurate ER assessment estimations, where
the users would be able to save their scores, export results and track their progress.
The key limitations of this study are: 1) assessment does not take into account
regional differences among potential participating organizations; 2) assessment
model is not sector-specific. The final limitation extracted from validation sessions is
the assessment model applicability to medium-sized enterprises, rather than small
and micro organizations. This is due to the type of content and level of questions
asked in the assessment process.
The assessment model and recommendations would benefit from being evaluated by
more Green ICT and Sustainability experts and this could be potentially addressed in
the future research. Furthermore, the Forward chaining inference algorithm is
considered to be less powerful than alternative methods like evidential reasoning, DS theory or Bayesian networks etc. The ER assessment model could be improved by
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integrating and enhancing the current forward chaining logic with uncertainty
handling mechanisms.

6.1 Assessment methodology
The objective of this research is to determine the level of an organizational level in
Environmentally Responsibility. These kind of human thinking computational
paradigms cannot be determined or evaluated precisely with an absolute certainty.
Environmentally Responsibility problems are represented with a large number of
non-exhaustive factors. The literature review has revealed inconsistency and
diversity in existing assessment models which indicates the domain have not reached
its saturation point and is not conclusive. Clearly, further research is required in
Green ICT readiness domain categorization dedicated to enterprises. The work of
Wang et. al. on “Environmental impact assessment using the evidential reasoning
approach” (Wang, Yang et al. 2006) presents an Evidential Reasoning approach in
modeling and analyzing of Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to handle
uncertainties and ignorance for the first time. Input parameters in assessment of such
concepts are qualitative in nature and are estimated based on human thinking and
judgment. Identification of all parameters is a complex, resources-consuming,
enlarged, non-exhaustive and challenging process. Thus only fundamental,
predominantly contributing factors have been identified and deployed in BRB
assessment.
There are many relevant methods for handling uncertain, vague and ambiguous
problems. However, Belief Rule-Based approach has been chosen to be most
suitable in ER context. For example, Bayesian inference modelling requires
complete knowledge about each parameter (belief degree) for the rule to be fired.
Consequently, the process of an assessment could get more complicated, as it would
involve more than one expert-respondents per assessment. That contradicts with the
research aim of the project, that is, to develop an easy to use and self-assessment
toolkit for small and medium-sized enterprises representatives.
This paper shows that BRB methodology gives more leverage in inference
procedures compared to traditional summative methods used in existing models
analyzed in Section 2. The research also shows that BRB technique could be applied
in other problems with uncertain, ambiguous and fuzzy knowledge-based systems.
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Statistical significance analysis results clearly show the validity of a Belief RuleBased approach when compared and contrasted to a Fuzzy inference system. By
defining each possible combination of input attributes in rules and executing
corresponding inference procedures the BRB system is believed to generate well
balanced, sensible and context adapted results.

6.2 Barriers to Energy Efficiency in Business
SMEs engagement with energy efficiency hindered by range of barriers. These are
commonly known and encompasses the following: a lack of expertise, financial,
human resources, time and the difficulties of managing complex data collection and
analysis.
Previous studies indicate that cost savings is the highest motivational factor for
environmental frameworks adoptions (Brown et al. 2014; Hillary 1995; Trombley
2014). As mentioned earlier, SMEs make up around 90% of the European market
and their combined footprint has a tremendous contribution in industrial pollution.
Similar to ER BRB system – ENWORKS Efficiency Toolkit, commissioned by the
UK Government’s Department of Energy and Climate Change, report on barriers and
drivers to energy efficiency in SMEs states that:
At an individual business level, on average, annual missed savings are (…)
between 18% and 24% of their annual energy costs [with capital costs of
delivering] is between £8,663 and £18,838, with an average payback period
of 1.5 years; however, £37% of the savings could be achieved with zero
capital investment (Brown et al. 2014, p. 59).
This supports the significance of energy efficiency improvements among target
SMEs. Additionally, low level cost savings delivering activities are less likely to be
implemented. The potential of individual low-scale activities in contribution to
combined large-scale environmental impact minimization is enormous.
The question that remains unanswered is how to secure the implementation of
environmental frameworks among organizations, when financial savings are not
sufficiently convincing. That is, businesses appear to operate within bounded
rationality: companies cannot be sufficiently motivated based on only payback
period and financial capacity, but are influenced by wider business considerations.
Energy efficiency decision-making practices are not usually implemented in the
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manner assumed in economic models (Sorrell et al. 2011). This in turn causes a
number of missed opportunities, even when provided with appropriate incentives
such as the system developed in this research.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1 - Software Requirements Specification Document
1.0 Vision and Scope
1.1 Business Requirements
The main objective of this project is to assess the level of awareness and maturity of
an SME as well as policies application in companies on environmental issues. In
order to achieve that aim an environmental responsibility maturity level and
awareness tool is to be designed. With the help of detailed qualitative maturity
model, companies will be able to identify in which stage of environmental
responsibility road the company with its employees is and progress to the next step.
1.2 Product Vision
SMEs which represent more than 90% of total estimated enterprises are significantly
less likely to implement an existing sophisticated Environmental Management
Systems, while there is a huge need for the people from all industries to cut their
carbon emissions and start acting in a sustainable way. This generalized and
universal tool should be a starting point for organizations to adopt energy-efficient
solutions in their activities.
1.3 Product Features
-

Open source web-based application

-

No external auditors involvement need, self-scan

-

Simple and easy interpreted series of questions

-

Indicative and individual responses rating

-

More rigorous assessment methodology

1.4 Project Priorities
Stable release of the project is scheduled in 6 months starting from January 2016. All
the work is gratuitous and no budget is provided.
1.5 User characteristics
Application is intended to be used by Information Technologies/ Computer Science/
Tech Support or other department’s employees/CEOs/executives/representatives of
any SMEs in any industry sector who deploy ICT equipment in their operations.
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Skilled and higher level of technical expertise is needed to get the full benefit of the
tool.
1.6 Constraints
Consider the web-based nature of an application it should be cross-compatible with
most used browsers (Chrome v.49+, Firefox v.45+, Safari v.9+, Opera v.35+, IE
v.11+).
The applications should not store any user entered data in the database due to
intellectual property and corporate data privacy restrictions.
1.7 Assumptions and dependencies
Any Web application development frameworks, libraries, dependencies, plugins,
engines and technologies are subjects to developer’s choice.
2.0 Functional Requirements

Figure 19 - Use Case

-

A series of questions – 4-5 dimensions, asking is the company demonstrating
the behavior or not
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-

Method of application – self-assessment which easy to complete internally,
and no external engagement required

-

Numerical and graphical representation of results

-

Overall score and scores for individual dimensions generated

-

Provide metrics for establishing goals and tracking progress (show individual
results and activities to perform)

3.0 Quality Attributes (Nonfunctional Requirements)
Service availability 24/7, satisfying processing and response times, the executable
module must fit on a 1GB remote storage disk,

This template is a modified version of the IEEE 830-1998 standard.
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APPENDIX 2 - Full list of recommendations
1. Equipment procurement compliance with Green ICT guidelines
1) Green ICT procurement guidelines when buying new ICT equipment
There are a number of initiatives to be aware of designed to assist organizations to
make more informed choices when purchasing new equipment: The Green
Electronics Council launched the Electronic Product Environmental Assessment
Tool (EPEAT), a certification programme to help institutions buy the greenest
computers and monitors possible. Reference [http://www.epeat.net/]
2) Life Cycle Assessment technique is useful to assess environmental impacts
associated with all the stages of a product's life
Life-cycle assessment is a technique to assess environmental impacts associated with
all the stages of a product's life from cradle to grave (i.e., from raw material
extraction through materials processing, manufacture, distribution, use, repair and
maintenance, and disposal or recycling). LCA procedure reference. The LCAtogo
Tool supports SMEs in conducting the environmental assessment of their products,
based on LCA and considering their entire life cycle. To simplify the analysis of the
results, Key Performance Indicators (KEPIs) has been defined for the following
sectors: Industrial machines, Electronics, Printed Circuit Boards, Renewable Energy
- Photovoltaics, Semiconductors, Sensors, Smart Textiles.
3) Use of eco labelled devices
There are a number of country-relevant labels and standards covering, in whole or
part, the environmental impacts of information and communication technology
(ICT), including:
● Blue Angel - a German voluntary eco-label scheme for a range of products,
including ICT.
● ENERGY STAR - a joint US/European Union voluntary scheme setting
minimum energy consumption standards for many ICT products.
● ECMA-370 - a global ecolabel scheme for computers, focusing on EU
implementation in the first instance.
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● Energy Saving Recommended - an annual listing by the Energy Saving Trust
of the most energy efficient computers and printers.
● EPEAT - an eco-label for electronic products.
● EU Ecolabel - a voluntary EU scheme based on life cycle analysis for a wide
range of products, including ICT.
● Nordic Swan - the official ecolabel of the Nordic countries. TCO Certified - a
Swedish-originated international voluntary certification scheme for ICT)
Directory of ecolabels reference [http://www.ecolabelindex.com/].
4) Parts replacement of ICT equipment
The capacity of new ICT equipment (such as storage or processor speed) increases
by approximately 100% every year, while energy consumption increases by about
20%. ICT equipment older than four years has, compared to modern ICT equipment,
a very limited capacity compared to the energy consumption. Strategy reference
[http://www.ictknowledgebase.org.uk/replacementstrategy?type=98].
5) ICT equipment as a service (IaaS)
AWS Total cost of ownership calculator to compare the cost of running applications
in an on-premises or colocation environment to Amazon Web Services cloud
infrastructure. AWS calculator reference [https://awstcocalculator.com/#].
6) Use cloud computing services
Small and Medium sized businesses can take a lot of benefit from embracing
business cloud solutions. Reference article on “Why Move To The Cloud? 10
Benefits Of Cloud Computing for SMEs” and 10 Cloud Apps and Services for Small
Business

[https://www.salesforce.com/uk/blog/2016/01/10-great-cloud-apps-and-

services-for-small-business-.html].
7) Desktop virtualization software
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VDI solutions are easy, affordable, all-in-one software appliances enable desktop IT
to rapidly deliver centrally-managed virtual desktops for less than the cost of new
PCs.
VMWare

virtualized

and

remote

desktops

solutions

reference

[http://www.vmware.com/uk/smb/desktop-virtualization],
Citrix

scalable,

affordable

VDI

for

businesses

of

any

size

reference

[https://www.citrix.com/products/vdi-in-a-box/overview.html].

2. Energy performance improvement and monitoring
8) Use energy monitoring and management hardware and software
To understand how to change something, it is essential to assess it first.
List of energy management software for organization may vary from open source to
commercial fully supported products. Energy management software reference [http://www.capterra.com/energy-management-software/].
9) Thin clients deployment
Thin client computing provides users with the same interface, applications, and
performance as a desktop based computer but through a slim lined desktop device.
Because the thin client's performance is driven by a server instead of a local
processor, there can be significant power savings when used in a large environment.
But thin clients are not always an appropriate solution - although they lead to
cheaper clients with less energy consumption, they also lead to more
communications and data center applications and potentially higher energy
consumption in the data center. This balance needs to be assessed for your own
particular circumstance.
Reference

-

[http://greenict.org.uk/sites/default/files/Green%20ICT%20Handbook.pdf]
10) Switch off unused devices completely
Shut down PC equipment after hours, or use remote monitoring software solutions to
do so.
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11) Turn off peripherals, or set them to stand-by mode respectively.
12) Switch on/off WiFi Access Points.
13) Power management software can automate switch off activities.
You can set up a ‘dimming and switch off’ option on your PC by adjusting your OS
settings. Dimming and switching off occurs automatically after a certain period (e.g.
5 minutes) when the PC has been idle. You can start saving energy by looking for
the power options in OS.
Computers and monitors account for half the electricity used in an office and energy
is being wasted every day, even by "energy saving" hardware. For example, in a
company with 200 PCs, turning off all the computers and monitors every night and
at

weekends

would

save

£12,000

a

year.

Reference

[http://carbonfootprintmanagement.com/].
14) Integration assessment into management system (Green IT officer)
Carbon emissions can be calculated from the energy consumption of your ICT
department’s infrastructure, which is then useful in planning and prioritising
projects.
● Step 1 – Establish a measurement team. Creating a team to measure the
carbon footprint is important. Asking each team member to carry out the
measurement activity relevant to their responsibilities is key to measure
correctly and to spark sustainable thinking.
● Step 2 – Define a measurement timeline. It sounds basic, but putting a
timeline in place will ensure that this activity, which may not be viewed as
business critical, is completed in a timely fashion.
● Step 3 – Undertake and collate measurement activities. The CALCULATE
section shows and explains how to make estimations on how to convert
energy consumption of ICT equipment into a carbon footprint.
15) Use multifunction devices
Consolidate equipment and use Multifunction Devices (printers, copiers, scanners).
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Sometimes copiers are on stand-by day and night in offices. Small copiers consume
about 50 watts and large copiers about 100 watts on standby power in sleep mode.
Modern photocopiers are often packed with features that minimize energy
consumption in idle mode. On older machines you can save energy with a timer.
That clock switches the equipment off during the hours that no one is present. You
save 10 to 20% on energy (cost).
Reference [http://carbonfootprintmanagement.com/].
16) Adjust monitor's brightness
Also, consider replacing CRT monitors with LCD.
17) Duplex printing
Set all printers to use the default green setting (double sided and lower graphics
resolution, enable draft printing)
18) Color print-outs reduction, Toner disposal
19) Printing centralization
When considering imaging equipment such as printers, scanners, faxes, copiers a
ratio of 10:1 is considered best practice i.e. ten employees to 1 device. To improve
the ratio in your organization replace individual printers, scanners etc. with multifunctional devices and also review the location of equipment. By placing printers in
shared areas, rather than in team areas it is possible to reduce the number of printers
that are required. This also has the added benefit of discouraging wasteful printing if
employees have to walk a bit further to collect the printing.

Utilize print

authentication solutions – prints are only output upon user authentication at the
printer.
Reference

-

[http://greenict.org.uk/sites/default/files/Green%20ICT%20Handbook.pdf]
20) Optimize cooling in server rooms
ICT equipment in a server room such as servers, storage- and network equipment
cause considerable heat. Cooling helps to ensure the reliability of this equipment.
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Optimize cooling by optimizing the air current. Make sure that cold air is lost or
blocked as little as possible.
21) Use of alternative energy
Electricity generation from renewable sources significantly reduces the carbon
footprint of electricity. On-site electricity generation systems using solar, wind,
geothermal or biomass energy can be set up in order to supply ICT equipment with
low-carbon electricity. On-site generation: The renewable energy source is produced
on site, e.g. by building wind turbines or by setting up solar PVs on the roof (in
urban areas) or around the facility (in rural areas).
22) Install energy-efficient rectifiers
Installing newer energy-efficient rectifiers and selecting ICT equipment functioning
with DC current may reduce energy losses due to energy Conversion. The efficiency
gains of using DC have both a direct benefit (fewer power conversions) and indirect
benefit (less generation of heat). There are several environmental benefits of
reducing energy losses. Benefits of energy losses reductions are expected in the
following domains:
●

Reduction of energy waste, thanks to the reduction of large quantities of
non-productive power consumed by the infrastructure;

●

Reduction of waste heat, thanks to a better management of the activity of
the servers and the reduction of electricity voltage conversions of
UPS. In addition, the quantity of heat to be cooled by the air
conditioner will decrease, thereby decreasing non-productive power
consumption;

●

CO2 emissions are expected to decrease due to less power consumed.

23) ICT equipment functioning with DC current may reduce energy losses due to
energy conversion
3. Energy aware networks engineering adherence
24) Network infrastructure deploying intelligent switches, Power over Ethernet
With various networking equipment available on market deployment of managed
switches can get capabilities such as cable diagnostics, prioritization of traffic using
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default QoS settings, Energy savings capabilities using EEE (Energy Efficient
Ethernet) and even PoE (Power Over Ethernet) reference [http://blogs.cisco.com/smallbusiness/understanding-the-different-types-of-ethernetswitches]
When speaking of wireless networks, backhaul (i.e. the links to the core network) or
metro networks should be entirely optical in order to optimize the energy efficiency
of

the

entire

network,

reference

-

[http://home.deib.polimi.it/pattavina/pub_archive/conf-TIWDC13a.pdf].
25) Optical transmission - installing optical bypassing in core networks, using
fibre in wired access networks
In such a configuration, traffic not intended for the IP node remains in the optical
layer and does not pass through the IT router. The capacity of the router is reduced
and the associated power consumption as well. Furthermore energy losses related to
optical / electronic / optical conversions are also reduced.
26) Replacing existing devices by new more-energy-efficient
Reducing the number of active ICT equipment and replacing existing devices with
new more energy-efficient ones can allow significant energy savings within core and
wireline networks.
Another solution for reducing energy consumption relies on powering-down,
removing and decommissioning unused line circuit packs and other network
components.
27) Traffic optimization, rerouting
Dynamic rerouting (nodes and links switch off, traffic redistribution, etc.) and
protection technology (filters, sorry servers, etc.) can result in significant energy
savings by controlling the traffic in a dynamic manner. Optimizing data routing and
transmission characteristics (e.g. changing of traffic path, adjusting transmission
bandwidth and coverage, aggregating packet information, etc.) to dynamically reach
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the maximum energy-efficient potential of the network (while insuring a sufficient
Quality of Service);
4. Social commitment
28) Adopt a strategy
Creating or integrating existing an Environmental Management System (EMS) in
your organization will boost your Corporate Social and Environmental responsibility
in a comprehensive, systematic, planned and documented manner. It includes the
organizational structure, planning and resources for developing, implementing and
maintaining policy for environmental protection.
More information reference [http://www.epa.gov/ems].
29) Standards compliance
ISO 14001 Environmental Management provides equal benefits for businesses of all
sizes. Introducing the world-class management system to your business and
ultimately reducing environmental impact means giving greater commercial
opportunities now and in the future.
Reference [http://www.iso.org/iso/iso14000].
30) Train the staff
Customers, employees and other stakeholders can only know and appreciate the
steps you have taken towards a carbon-neutral business when they know about it.
Therefore, communicate and inspire others to follow your lead. In addition, an
effective communication strategy will help you to position your unique business in
your market. Encourage all employees to follow simple switch off instructions of
devices when not in use. Reference [http://carbonfootprintmanagement.com/].
31) Community collaboration: best practices sharing
The main principles behind any successful behavior change programme apply to
changing behaviors around ICT.
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● Information - enabling people to make informed decisions. Deliver
information in an engaging and positive way.
● Maximize the message conveyed with interactivity and discussion.
● Link individual actions to the bigger picture to personalize the issue and help
people to recognize the power of collective will.
● Measurement and feedback
● Monitor the before and after picture. It demonstrates to people that real
changes are taking place as the result of their actions. By rewarding and
reinforcing positive behaviors, real gains can be made.
● Social Interaction - When behaviors are habitual, they are so deep in our
consciousness that we are barely aware of them and thus they are not open to
change. Through discussion with others these actions are brought to our
attention, can be challenged and potentially changed. Behavioral change is
much more effective if it is approached on a group level as it doesn't threaten
to exclude individuals but rather encourages change from within.
Reference

[http://carbonfootprintmanagement.com/communicating-carbon-neutral-

business/].
32) Travel reductions: Audio and video conferencing
Use technology to reduce business travel, e.g. webex, video conferencing,
teleconferencing.

5. Waste management
33) Adopt policies for ICT equipment recycling, recovery, reuse of materials and
responsible disposal
The WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive means that the
disposal of electronic equipment is no longer the responsibility of the user
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organization. The responsibility falls to the manufacturers and sellers who should
pay for the collection of equipment when it has reached end of life and either recycle
or responsibly dispose of it. Remember, when buying new equipment - ensure you
are given the details of who to contact when you no longer require the equipment to
arrange collection.
Reference

-

[http://greenict.org.uk/sites/default/files/Green%20ICT%20Handbook.pdf]
34) Extending ICT equipment life - waste prevention
By simply extending the refresh cycle of PCs in your organization you reduce your
organization’s environmental impact. Some manufacturers are now making efforts to
find out the level of embedded carbon that is in their equipment, but it is not an easy
task because ICT equipment is made of many components that are sourced from
many different suppliers.
Reference

-

[http://greenict.org.uk/sites/default/files/Green%20ICT%20Handbook.pdf]
35) General Recycling
Start from simple wastes separation in your office household and find contractors to
collect them for recycling.
36) Recycle used electronic devices, use recycled paper
There are many electronics recycling organizations which will recycle or reuse
unwanted equipment where possible, in accordance with the WEEE directive, the
Environmental Protection Act and the Data Protection Act. Also, look at how
consumables can be reused or recycled. For example, talk to your printer cartridge
supplier about arranging regular collection of used cartridges for refill and reuse.
Reference

-

[http://greenict.org.uk/sites/default/files/Green%20ICT%20Handbook.pdf]
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APPENDIX 2 continued
Based on “Best Environmental Management Practice in the Telecommunications and
ICT Services Sector", EU Draft Background Report for the development of an
EMAS Sectoral Reference Document, November 2015 if not stated other.
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APPENDIX 3 - FIS views

Figure 20 - FIS for ER assessment for SMEs

Figure 1 - MFs for categories 1..5

Figure 22 - MF for an output variable
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APPENDIX 4 - BRB and FIS performance in 100 simulations
Simulation Category Category Category Category Category

BRB FIS

Mean

75

80

50

63.5

0

25

30

49.6 42

16

33

25

20

39.4 27.8

20

48

100

100

50

50

100

100

100

100

100

100 82.6 100

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

17.4 0

7

49

20

48

25

0

20

32

8

61

80

48

100

75

60

63.35 72.8

9

62

20

49

33

25

30

49.8 37.8

10

50

40

49

33

75

60

50

11

50

60

50

67

75

70

51.3 60.4

12

87

40

66

0

25

60

50

13

37

20

16

34

0

20

20.7 21.4

14

74

50

32

100

50

70

50.7 61.2

15

100

100

100

100

50

90

66.5 90

16

100

100

100

100

0

80

50

80

17

100

100

100

66

0

80

50

73.2

18

100

100

100

33

0

70

50

66.6

№

1

2

3

4

5

1

100

60

16

67

2

49

70

66

3

25

40

4

25

5

87

58.6

28.4

49.4

43.6

APPENDIX 4 continued
19

100

100

100

0

0

60

50

60

20

100

100

66

0

0

60

50

53.2

21

100

100

33

0

0

50

50

46.6

22

100

100

0

0

0

40

50

40

23

100

70

0

0

0

40

50

34

24

100

60

0

0

0

30

50

32

25

100

30

0

0

0

20

50

26

26

100

20

0

0

0

20

50

24

27

100

0

0

0

0

20

50

20

28

75

0

0

0

0

20

49.9

15

29

50

0

0

0

0

10

33.5

10

30

25

0

0

0

0

0

18

5

31

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

32

12

0

0

0

0

0

17.4

2.4

33

37

0

0

0

0

10

20.7

7.4

34

49

0

0

0

0

10

32

9.8

35

61

0

0

0

0

10

46.7

12.2

36

61

20

0

0

0

10

46.7

16.2

37

61

30

0

0

0

10

46.7

18.2
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38

61

50

0

0

0

20

46.7

22.2

39

61

60

0

0

0

20

46.7

24.2

40

74

80

0

0

0

30

50

30.8

41

74

80

0

33

0

40

50

37.4

42

61

80

32

0

0

40

50

34.6

43

61

80

0

0

0

30

50

28.2

44

61

80

48

33

0

30

50

44.4

45

61

80

48

66

0

40

50

51

46

61

80

48

100

0

40

50

57.8

47

61

80

48

100

25

60

50.1

62.8

48

61

80

48

100

75

60

63.5

72.8

49

74

80

48

100

75

80

63.5

75.4

50

87

80

48

100

75

90

63.5

78

51

100

80

48

100

75

90

63.5

80.6

52

100

90

48

100

75

90

63.5

82.6

53

100

100

48

100

75

90

63.5

84.6

54

100

100

65

100

75

90

80.1

88

55

100

100

82

100

75

100

82

91.4

56

100

100

100

100

75

100

82

95

89
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57

100

100

100

100

100

100

82.6

100

58

0

0

0

0

50

10

33.5

10

59

0

0

0

0

75

20

49.9

15

60

0

0

0

0

100

20

50

20

61

0

0

0

34

100

30

19.5

26.8

62

0

0

0

67

100

40

50

33.4

63

0

0

34

100

100

50

50

46.8

64

0

0

50

100

100

50

50

50

65

0

0

67

100

100

60

50

53.4

66

0

0

83

100

100

60

50

56.6

67

0

0

100

100

100

60

50

60

68

0

20

100

100

100

60

50

64

69

0

30

100

100

100

60

50

66

70

0

40

100

100

100

70

50

68

71

0

60

100

100

100

70

50

72

72

0

70

100

100

100

80

50

74

73

0

90

100

100

100

80

50

78

74

0

100

100

100

100

80

50

80

75

12

100

100

100

100

80

50

82.4

90
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76

25

100

100

100

100

80

50.1

85

77

37

100

100

100

100

70

52.2

87.4

78

50

100

100

100

100

70

66.5

90

79

75

100

100

100

100

100

82

95

80

87

100

100

100

100

100

82.6

97.4

81

100

100

100

100

100

100

82.6

100

82

100

100

48

100

100

90

63.5

89.6

83

100

100

0

100

100

80

50

80

84

37

50

50

34

50

50

50

44.2

85

50

50

83

67

100

80

66.5

70

86

50

60

33

67

50

60

50

52

87

36

80

48

67

75

60

50.1

61.2

88

36

20

48

0

25

20

30.6

25.8

89

100

100

48

0

0

50

50

49.6

90

61

80

49

67

0

40

50

51.4

91

50

40

32

67

50

50

50

47.8

92

25

50

65

100

25

40

50.1

53

93

37

20

82

67

0

40

50

41.2

94

24

80

82

34

75

50

50

59

91
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95

0

70

65

67

50

40

49.6

50.4

96

75

90

82

100

0

80

50

69.4

97

87

30

82

66

0

50

50

53

98

74

70

50

100

50

80

66.5

68.8

99

50

20

67

67

75

70

50

55.8

100

87

50

49

34

100

80

51.1

64
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APPENDIX 5 - ER BRB Assessment system views

Figure 23 - Home page

Figure 24 - Assessment questionnaire
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APPENDIX 5 continued

Figure 25 - Results page

Figure 26 – Recommendations
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APPENDIX 5 continued

Figure 27 - Calculator tool

Figure 28 - Calculation results
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